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ABSTRACT

The innovation and adoption of the High Volume
Instrument grading system present the U.S. cotton
industry with both new opportunities and challenges.
While more accurate information about cotton quality is
available for market participants, the understanding and
comprehension of the price-quality relationships under
the new grading system have increased importance in
production, marketing, and use of cotton.

This study

analyzed and determined the patterns of the market values
paid by U.S. textile mills for cotton fiber attributes.
Hedonic price models, based on Rosen's analytical
framework, were developed to analyze the information of
Jbona fide

market transactions in the textile mill market

for the U.S. as a whole and three individual U.S. cotton
regions during the period 1992-1995.

These models

explained how fiber attributes (i.e., trash content,
color, staple, strength, micronaire), and other nonfiber
factors affected cotton prices.
Results suggest that textile mill manufacturers paid
different premiums and/or discounts for different fiber
attributes for each individual region in the U.S. The
textile mill industry seems to differentiate cotton by
the region of origin in both fiber premiums and/or
ix

discounts and base prices.

Fiber premiums and discounts

are substantially different between the West and South
Central region.

Staple premiums and discounts were

significantly different between the West and the South.
Micronaire discounts differed across all three regions.
Textile mill manufacturers only paid strength premiums
for the cotton produced in the Western region.

This

analysis provides the market participants with
information relevant to government cotton programs,
cotton preparation, variety selection, and cotton
marketing strategies.

It also demonstrates methods for

collecting and analyzing hedonic market data collected
from individual firms.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Cotton is a major cash crop in the United States.
The crop is widely grown in the southern states from
Virginia to California, with concentrations in the
regions of Mid-South, Texas High Plains (Southwest), and
California's San Joaquin Valley (West) (Figure 1.1). The
geographic distribution is chiefly due to suitable
weather and soil conditions for cotton.

American cotton

growers produced about 16 million bales of cotton, about
20% of world production, in 1993 (U.S. Department of
Agriculture, 1994a).

U.S. cotton growers also exported

about 6.9 million bales of cotton to countries such as
Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Canada (U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 1994b).

The size of cotton

production and exports indicates the importance of cotton
to the U.S. economy.
The cotton industry is composed of a complex process
of fiber production, marketing, arid textile
manufacturing.

As a middle process, cotton marketing is

a bridge in connecting fiber producers and textile mill
manufacturers in physical ownership transfer.

The

marketing system facilitates the exchange of desired
cotton in different quality combinations between growers
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and textile mills.

The system also provides market

participants with necessary information on price
discovery and formation.
Cotton "price" is the consensus of the cotton market
participants in balancing demand and supply of cotton for
different qualities.

In a free market system, the price

directs concurrent flows of raw fibers into mills and
textile products to consumers.

The price also conveys

the information of the values of quality attributes and
rations the available supplies of cotton among textile
mill manufacturers.

An efficient allocation of cotton

resources and cotton products depends on how fast and
precisely the prices established through the cotton
market system transmit signals on cotton demand to
growers, and signals on cotton supply to textile
producers.

1.1 Market Channels for Cotton
Given that there are market channels through which
the cotton flows, with the cotton changing ownership
several times, there is a series of price formation
points along these channels.

There are, for example, at

least two relevant prices in the cash market: producer
price and mill price.

Referring to Figure 1.2, the first

price point is where the ownership of cotton is
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Figure 1.2 Cotton Marketing Channels

transferred from cotton growers. Commodity Credit
Corporation (CCC), and brokers to merchants and/or
shippers (point A ) . The price formed at this stage is
the producer price (or spot price) that reflects what
cotton growers receive from the producer cotton market.
The ownership of cotton is then transferred from
marketing intermediaries, such as merchants and/shippers,
market cooperatives, and brokers, to domestic and foreign
textile mills (points C and D). The price formed at this
stage is the mill price that reflects what textile mills
pay to the market.

The difference between the mill price

and producer price is the margin, comprised of
transportation costs, insurance, risk premiums, and
profits to market intermediaries.

About 60% of U.S.

cotton farm sales moves through merchants and shippers,
28% through market cooperatives, 7% through producer and
mill brokers, and 5% through other market channels such
as ginners, direct to mills, and the CCC (Starbird et
al., 1987).

Merchant shippers and market cooperatives

are apparently the major market channels to transfer
cotton from cotton producers to textile manufacturers.
If a cotton market is efficient, a price signal at one
end of the market should arrive at the other end of the
market rapidly and accurately.

1.2 Cotton Prices Associated
with Oualitv Attributes
In a competitive market, the price of cotton
reflects the equilibrium situation, where the supply and
demand are equal, at a specific time and place.

Factors

affecting cotton price are, in a conventional concept,
market demand and supply for quantities of cotton.

The

equilibrium price of cotton takes place in the bargaining
process between sellers and buyers for the optimal amount
of cotton.

The price of cotton is, however, also

determined by demand and supply for quality of cotton,
although quality demand and supply are not easily
recognized.

Since cotton is not of homogeneous quality,

it has different equilibrium prices at different levels
of quality attributes.

Cotton with higher quality

usually has, for example, higher market values.

Past

studies (Ethridge and Neeper, 1987; Bowman and Ethridge,
1992) have documented that prices of cotton are, to some
extent, determined by quality attributes.

Cotton fiber

properties are important in price determination because
they affect the efficiency of textile production
processes and the quality of final textile products.
Further, textile products are also distinct in the
mixture of different proportions of cotton fibers in the
products.

Textile manufacturers, for example, often
6

blend and mix bales of cotton with specific fiber
properties to meet the requirements for different textile
products.

The competitiveness of textile firms depends

on how efficiently and effectively those cotton fiber
characteristics are matched to the end-use requirements.
An understanding of cotton market price formation
associated with fiber quality is essential for market
participants to comprehend the cotton industry.
Information about cotton fiber properties is
obtained through cotton grading.

After cotton is

harvested, it is sent to gins where seed and other
materials are separated from the cotton lint.

Harvested

seed cotton is, on the average, about 27% lint, 29%
trash, 20% cottonseed cake and meal, 11% cottonseed
hulls, 4% cottonseed linters, and 9% other materials such
as oil, motes, and waste (Starbird et al., 1987).

The

lint accounts for less than one third of harvested seed
cotton.

A sample of lint from each bale of prepared

cotton is evaluated for its quality in cotton
classification offices staffed and operated by U.S.
Department of Agriculture.

Each single sample is

evaluated in terms of a color grade, a leaf grade, staple
(fiber length), micronaire (a compounded indicator of
fiber fineness and maturity), bark, grass, soil, and
other foreign material content (U.S. Department of

Agriculture, 1993).

The resulting quality information on

each sample obtained by grading system is attached to its
corresponding bale.

The graded cotton is then ready to

enter the market.

1,3 New Challenge to th^ n^.g^
Cotton InduRt;fy

Prior to the High Volume Instrument (HVI) grading
system, cotton grading was conducted by graders' looking
and feeling, as well as a few simple instrument
measurements in comparison with the grade "standards" of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Since the

conventional cotton classing system heavily relied on
human inspections against official standards, the
evaluation of fiber properties was subjective and often
inconsistent.

During the last decade, the traditional

grading system has been gradually replaced by a new
grading system, HVI, throughout the U.S. The system uses
electronic and mechanical instruments to replace much of
the classifier's subjective judgment in cotton grading,
and provides more objective and accurate fiber property
information for market participants and policy makers.
The new grading system has been adopted nationwide in the
U.S. cotton industry since 1991, and will probably be

8

adopted as an international cotton grading approach
(Ethridge, 1995).
Changes in the cotton grading system present the
U.S. cotton industry with new opportunities and
challenges.

Since the HVI system is a technological

revolution for cotton fiber evaluation, it provides
cotton market participants with more objective and
detailed information for cotton fiber characteristics.
Cotton price can now be more accurately analyzed through
market premiums and discounts of those fiber
characteristics.

On the other hand, the change of the

grading system leads market participants to reevaluate
market values of fiber properties and understand the
price structure of cotton under the new system.

To

cotton growers, premiums and discounts received for
different fiber properties are incentives for them to
adjust their production to the cotton that has high
market values to manufacturers and final consvuners. To
textile producers, premiums and discounts paid for
different fiber characteristics also encourage them to
use scarce cotton resources more efficiently.

To

merchant/shippers, knowledge of the market values for
cotton fiber attributes help them make more appropriate
marketing decisions.

1.4 Specific Problem

To meet the challenge of the grading system changes,
several studies (Bowman and Ethridge, 1992;

Ethridge et

al., 1992, 1994) have investigated how the price of
cotton is determined by fiber attributes at the first
stage of the cotton market channel (point A in Figure
1.2).

An ongoing project, the Daily Price Estimation

System, at Texas Tech University, also analyzes the
price-quality relationships of cotton for the West Texas
and East Texas/Oklahoma daily producer market (Brown et
al., 1993).

However, no studies have been conducted to

investigate the price-quality relationships for cotton at
the final stage of the cotton market channels (points C
and D in Figure 1.2) by using the information of actual
market transactions.

Mill prices have increased

importance since the final demand for fibers exists at
the end-use point of the market.
Knowledge of the value of cotton fiber attributes at
the final stage of market chains for raw cotton is
essential in understanding certain aspects of cotton
pricing and marketing, including what the quality
premiums and discounts are and how efficiently the
marketing system is working.

To cotton growers, accurate

and reliable information of premiums and discounts for
different fiber properties is necessary for them to
10

provide what mill users want.

To textile mill producers,

accurate and reliable knowledge of premiums and discounts
for different fiber characteristics is the basis for
efficient use of available cotton.
At this stage, at least two issues need to be
understood:
(A) the general relationship of cotton prices and
fiber attributes at the end-use point in the
aggregated U.S. market—that is, what are market
premiums and discounts for fiber properties of
U.S. cotton, and
(B) cotton market premiums and discounts associated
with individual market regions and periods of
time at the end-use point, and whether the
divergences of market values of fiber properties
exist between market regions and over time.
An understanding of issue A would depict a general
picture of the real U.S. cotton market for each fiber
characteristic in monetary values, while a comprehension
of issue B would provide market participants with
information that reveals whether market premiums and
discounts are different from region to region and over
time.

The availability and reliability of this

information directly affect the U.S. cotton and textile
sectors as well as the U.S. economy.
11

Cotton growers need

the information to direct their crop management practices
and variety selection for the fibers that have higher
market values.

Ginners want the information to make

optimum preparation of cotton lint.

Merchants and/or

shippers need the information for their buying and
selling decisions in domestic and world markets.

Textile

manufacturers require the information to guide their
purchases of raw fiber in the operation of textile
plants.

U.S. government policy makers also need the

information to formulate realistic CCC loan values within
the cotton program.

In short, a thorough investigation

on market value determination of cotton fiber attributes
at the textile manufacturer end of the market in a
spatial dimension is needed.

1.5 Objectives of the Study
The primary objective of the proposed study is to
determine and analyze the patterns of market values paid
by U.S. textile mill manufacturers for cotton fiber
attributes.

Specific objectives are to:

(A) identify the factors that affect cotton prices;
(B) estimate the market values paid by textile users
for each cotton quality attribute at both
national and regional levels;
(C) identify the similarities and differences of
12

market premiums and/or discounts for cotton
quality attributes across regions; and
(D) examine the causes of the similarities and
differences of fiber premiums and/or discounts
for U.S. cotton across regions.

13

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

There are two approaches for commodity pricing
analysis: traditional economic theory (i.e., Marshallian
price formation) and hedonic price theory (i.e.,
characteristic economic theory of consumer demand or
attribute price theory).

Under the scope of traditional

economic theory, a good is an indivisible entity in the
market and the price of a good is determined by the
demand and supply for the good.

In contrast with the

Marshallian theory, hedonic price theory assumes that a
good can be differentiated by the characteristics
embodied in the good and consumer demand for the good is
determined by the implicit prices of the embodied
characteristics.

The characteristics possessed by the

good generate utility for consumers.

The review of

literature in this chapter is organized under the
categories of theory and empirical studies; and studies
related to cotton in particular.

7.^ Hedonin Price Theory
Prices are the essential signals that tell producers
and resource suppliers what, how, and how much to produce
in a market economy.

Price analysis is an old topic in
14

the history of economics due to the central role of price
in the market economy.

Economic theorists have started

to challenge some of the basic market phenomena from Adam
Smith's time (Ekelund and Tollison, 1985).

For example,

what determines the price of a good in the market?

How

is a consumer's behavior affected by prices in the
market?

Why can a good be a substitute (or complement)

for other goods?

Marshallian economists approach these

issues through the framework of market demand and supply
of goods in the market.

From the traditional economists'

point of view, the reason why a red car is a substitute
for a blue car is that both red and blue cars offer
drivers the same type of utility—transportation.

A loaf

of bread is not a substitute for a book since bread and
books have different utilities to consumers.

Bread is a

food for sustenance while a book is a tool for obtaining
knowledge for one who can read.

The difference of

utility provided by goods is the only criterion to
distinguish the two goods.

Traditional economics has

little to say about the subject of goods and few
implications for empirical research in consumer demand
(Muth, 1966).
Facing the challenge, many economists have attempted
to explore new avenues to understand and explain these
market phenomena.

Hedonic economic theory of consumer
15

demand is the one that has achieved the objective.

The

theory has been successful in many applications.
The development of hedonic price theory dates back
to the 1920s.

Waugh (1928) analyzed the relationship of

market price and characteristics for fresh vegetables in
the Boston market.

Waugh found that asparagus that were

longer and greener had higher market price.

The tomatoes

that were firm, free from growth cracks, and packed
attractively were more valuable.

The length and

diameters directly affected hothouse cucumber prices.
Waugh (1929) concluded:
There is a distinct tendency for market
prices of many commodities to vary with certain
physical characteristics which a consumer
identifies with quality, and the relation of
these characteristics to prices may in many
cases be fairly accurately determined by
statistical analysis. If this generalization
is accepted as true, it opens up a field in the
theory of prices which has been practically
untouched. (p. 87)
There was no formal attribute price model in Waugh's
study, but his analysis of vegetable prices had the
embryo of modern attribute price theory.

Waugh is one of

the pioneers who first knocked at the door of hedonic
price theory.
In the 1950s, Theil further explored hedonic price
theory.

Theil (1952) postulated that a consumer's

utility obtained from a good was not only determined by
16

the amount of the good that he consumes, but also by the
amount of quality attributes embodied in the good.

Given

the assumption that consumers' utility is related to
quantity and quality of goods, Theil brought consumer
demand into an optimal programming framework.

In the

market, a consumer maximizes his utility from the
quantity and quality (i.e., characteristics) of the good
consumed subject to his income constraint.

In Theil's

framework, a set of input-output coefficients was used to
connect quantity of the good with quality attributes of
the good.

A consumer could choose any combination of

quantity and quality for each good to maximize his
utility.
Similar to Theil, Houthakker (1952) also attempted
to incorporate quantity and quality of goods into the
utility maximization framework with an income constraint.
Houthakker, however, used one coefficient instead of a
set of input-output coefficients to measure the
characteristics of each good.

Houthakker viewed the

quality as a parameter while Theil regarded it as a set
of instruments subject to the consumer's choice (Ladd,
1982).
There was no breakthrough in hedonic price theory
until Lancaster (1966) departed from the traditional
economics theory.

From Lancaster's point of view, a good
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is just a collection of characteristics.

Consumers

obtain satisfaction from the characteristics embodied in
the goods consumed rather than from the goods themselves.
A good does not generate satisfaction for consumers, but
the attributes possessed by the good do.

A consumer

purchases a good from the market because the good has
utility bearing characteristics.

These characteristics

in the good give rise to consumer utility.

For example,

the reason why one buys a bottle of milk, a pound of
cheese, and a loaf of bread when one is hungry is not
that one really needs these particular foods themselves,
but the good taste and nutrients like protein, fat,
sugar, fiber, etc., from the foods.

The consumer gets

satisfaction from enjoying good taste and nutrients by
eating these foods.

In the market, one good may produce

several characteristics, or several goods produce one
characteristic.

There is an implicit functional relation

between one's utility and the characteristics consumed.
Lancaster's (1966) consumer theory explains some
market issues (discussed above) that the traditional
economic theory hardly dealt with.

Under Lancaster's

characteristic theory, the reason that a red car is a
substitute for a blue car is that two cars have the same
characteristics, such as tires, engines, doors, etc.,
which provide transportation utility for drivers.
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The

reason why a loaf of bread is not a substitute for a book
is that the characteristics in bread are very different
from those in the book.

There is always a consumption

technology available to transform goods to
characteristics for consumers.
In the light of Lancaster's (1966) interpretation
for goods, a consumer's objective in the market is to
maximize his utility associated with characteristics
embodied in goods purchased subject to his budget
constraint (Ratchford, 1975).

Characteristics that

consumers desire are objective and intrinsic.

Objective

characteristics are those whose measures do not vary with
consumers' reaction to the good.

Intrinsic

characteristics are those whose desirability by a
consumer (i.e., a consumer's preference for one
characteristic) are unaffected by the characteristics of
other goods.

The budget constraint in Lancaster's model

is the efficiency frontier defined by the tradeoffs
between prices and characteristics.
Ratchford (1975) best summarized the contributions
made by Lancaster's consumer theory to economics.
Ratchford pointed out that Lancaster's theory opened a
new avenue for economists to the introduction of new
goods or the disappearance of the old ones.

It provided

economists with a satisfactory explanation for the
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central role of price in determining a consumer's demand
for differentiated products, and a reason why goods are
substitutes or compliments.

Lancaster's (1966) framework

in consumer demand is a cornerstone for modern hedonic
price theory.
Lancaster's work was extensively applied to
commodity price analysis in a short time.

The empirical

studies, associated with Lancaster' model directly and
indirectly involved many fields such as housing
(Musgrave, 1969; Yoshihara et al., 1970), diesel engines
(Kravis and Lipsey, 1971), refrigerators (Dhrymes, 1967),
and washing machines and carpets (Gavett, 1967).
However, Lancaster's economics of consumer demand also
invited criticism.

Lancaster assumed that marginal

utility for every characteristic is nonnegative,
consumption technology is linear, and utility is
independent from the distribution of characteristics
among products.

Hendler (1975) and Pekelman and Sen

(1975) argued that it is impossible to judge a consumer's
efficiency without knowing his preference if the
assumption of nonnegative marginal utility for every
characteristic is not met.

Lucas (1975) maintained that

nobody could judge a consumer's efficiency without
detailed knowledge of the consumption technology if his
consumption technology is not linear.
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Lucas asserted

that Lancaster's analysis is valid if and only if each
point in characteristic space represents a specific
combination of characteristics and a unique level of
utility.

Ladd and Zober (1977) postulated that it would

be better to assume that the utility is a function of
services provided by product characteristics than to
assume that utility is a function of product
characteristics.

Ladd and Zober developed a model

similar to Lancaster's (1966) without using Lancaster's
most criticized assumptions.
Although Lancaster's economics of consumer demand
may be considered a revolution in economic theory, his
theory is essentially limited to discovering the market
values of commodity quality attributes (Ratchford, 1975).
If one's interest is to estimate demand and supply
schedules for the characteristics, Lancaster's model is
powerless.

In the 1970s, Rosen (1974) further explored

hedonic price theory and enhanced hedonic price theory to
a two-stage framework.

Rosen's model provided economists

with a tool to estimate the supply and demand schedules
for characteristics of goods in perfectly competitive
markets.

Unlike Lancaster, Rosen assumed that various

goods sold in a market are indivisible.

A consumer buys

only one brand of the good per year and brands are
available for a continuous range of characteristics.
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Departing from Lancaster's approach, Rosen developed the
model directly in terms of prices and quantities of
characteristics.

That is, the assumption of transforming

goods to characteristics is not needed.

The center of

Rosen's model (1974) is to maximize consumers' utility
associated with consuming characteristics subject to an
income constraint.

The utility function and budget

constraint are related to characteristics instead of
goods.

The budget constraint associated with

characteristics is nonlinear.
Rosen's two-stage framework involves estimating the
marginal implicit prices of commodity quality attributes
and then the supply and demand functions.

At the first

stage, market prices of a good are regressed upon the
quality attributes of the good:
P = P{Z),

(2.1)

where P is market observed prices for a good and Z is a
vector of quality characteristics embodied in that good.
The partial derivative of P in Equation 2.1 with respect
to characteristic i in the attribute vector is the
marginal market value for characteristic i (i.e., the
implicit price of attribute i) in the competitive market:
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D

dP(Z)

^i = - 3
dzH '

(2.2)

where i = i, 2, ..., n, and Pi(Z) represents the implicit
price of attribute i.

Observations of the marginal

implicit price represent a joint envelope of a family of
bid functions and another family of offer functions.
At the second stage, Rosen (1974) proposed a
simultaneous system to estimate the market supply and
demand equations:
P, =D(Z„rj

(2.3)

P, = SiZ^Y^),

(2.4)

where Yi and Ya are two vectors of shift factors for the
demand and supply of attributes, respectively.

The

vectors of supply and demand shift variables capture
other influences in the market and convert the attribute
supply and demand estimation into a standard
identification problem.

In the simultaneous equation

system the 2n equations determine the 2n endogenous
variables, Pi(Z) and Zi.
Rosen's model provided a theoretical interpretation
for characteristics in economics and an insight into
iemand and supply for characteristics.

It also

Jemonstrated how Lancaster's (1966) model might be
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estimated for large durable goods.

The application of

Rosen's model, however, is far more complicated than what
Rosen described in his paper.

Brown and Rosen (1982)

indicated that marginal implicit prices obtained at the
first stage might not necessarily play the same role in
the second stage's estimation.

Brown and Rosen (1982)

wrote:
Because such constructed prices are created
only from observed sample quantities, any new
information that they may provide (i.e., any
information beyond that already provided directly by
observed sample quantities) can only come from a
priori restriction placed on the functional form of
the price function P(Z). In the absence of such
additional restriction, second-stage 'structural'
estimation of the sort suggested by Rosen may only
reproduce the information already provided by the
first-stage estimation of the P(Z) function. (p.
766)
Brown and Rosen suggested that such failure may be
avoided if the function form of the demand and supply in
the second stage differs from the function form that is
used to derive the marginal implicit prices at the first
stage.

In addition, the problem can also be averted even

without such constraints on function forms if the
marginal market prices are derived from several different
aquations, since there may be sufficient "in-between"
variations to generate meaningful structural parameters.
The evolution and development of hedonic price
theory discussed above show that the theory has a unique
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feature in consumer demand in contrast to the
conventional price theory.

The uniqueness of the theory

is that consumer demand is not a demand for products but
a demand for certain underlying characteristics embodied
in these products.

There is a functional relation

between each product price and characteristics.

The

market values of these characteristics are implicit
prices of these characteristics in the market.

It is the

implicit price that determines the consumption of various
characteristics.

2.2 Empirical Studies in Hedonic

Pri.c^ An^lygjs
The history of hedonic price theory discussed above
shows that the theory was b o m in a situation in which
conventional economic theory failed to explain some
market phenomena.

The success of the theory in consumer

demand is attributable to many efforts, both theoretical
and empirical.

In addition to the prominent

contributions made by those mentioned above, many other
economists also attempted and/or applied the theory to
analyze realistic economic and market issues.

These

empirical studies on hedonic prices gave theorists useful
input information in theory development.

On the other

hand, these empirical studies test the applicability of
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the theory in the real world.

These empirical studies

involve both commodities and services.

The following

sections review empirical studies in hedonic price
analysis.

The presentation is organized into categories

of nonagricultural goods, agricultural goods except
cotton, and cotton in particular.

Cotton is treated as

an independent category because of the focus of this
study.

2.2.1 Nonagricultural Goods
The automobile is an important good that has
attracted economists' interests.

Griliches (1961)

studied the price-quality relationships for U.S.
automobiles.

Griliches asserted that automobile price

indexes might not capture the quality changes over time.
The author developed hedonic price indexes and examined
whether the change of quality was large enough to warrant
extra investment.

Griliches decomposed an automobile

into horsepower, weight, length, etc., and regressed
market prices against each corresponding automobile
attribute.

The author used dummy variables to capture

the market value change for automobile attributes
associated with time in his regression model.

In the

light of the information analyzed for the periods of
1937, 1950, and 1954 through 1960, the author found that
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a large fraction of the variance of automobile prices
could be explained in any one of the years studied.

The

implicit prices for each quality attribute were unstable
because of the high correlation among these attributes.
Griliches concluded that the Consumer Price Index may
have overestimated the rise in automobile prices by at
least a third.

After adjusting consumer price indices

based on the hedonic price index, about three-fourths of
the rise in automobile prices in the consumer price
indices since 1937 could be attributed to quality
improvement.
Kravis and Lipsey (1971) developed three regression
models to examine international prices of engine
characteristics among the U.S., Germany, France, and the
U.K.

After evaluating several regression models, the

authors concluded that a "flexible pooling" model was
most appropriate for their analysis.

The "flexible

pooling" model was in fact the first-stage hedonic price
model which allows both intercept and slope changes
associated with countries in the regression analysis.
The authors found that the price difference between the
engines made by the U.K. and the engines made by the U.S.
was significant.

The implicit prices for placement and

weight of engines made in Germany were significantly
different from those of the U.S. engines.
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Witte et al. (1979) applied Rosen's two-stage
hedonic model to analyze house prices in the rental
market in non-metropolitan cities with populations of
10,000-40,000 throughout North Carolina.

The authors

identified dwelling quality, dwelling size, and lot size
as the most important characteristics for houses.

Witte

et al. (1979) treated households' incomes and tastes as
the demand shifters for the bid functions of renting
houses, and the level of output of the firm, factor
prices, and production function parameters as the supply
shifters in the offer functions.

The authors estimated

implicit marginal prices for each house attribute, and
the supply and demand equations for each attribute of
houses.

Witte et al. found that each attribute had a

negative coefficient in its own bid function and a
positive or zero coefficient in its own offer function.
By further examining the cross price relationships, the
authors found that these three attributes were
complementary in housing consumption.
Stanley and Tschirhart (1991) applied a hedonic
price model to breakfast cereals.

The authors decomposed

breakfast cereal into characteristics such as vitamins,
number of servings per box, sugar contents, and fiber per
serving.

By using breakfast cereal data from four large

supermarkets in the Portland, Oregon area, Stanley and
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Tschirhart regressed prices of cereals on cereal
characteristics.

The authors found that most

characteristics significantly influenced cereal prices.
They concluded that the detailed recommended daily
allowance information is important to consumers.
Hedonic price theory is not only applicable to
commodity price analysis but also to service price
analysis.

Employing a hedonic pricing approach, Falvey

et al. (1992) analyzed how the price of food dishes were
influenced by the services of restaurants in the New
Orleans restaurant dinner market.

The authors identified

convenience, service, ambience, food quality, and
location of restaurants as the most important
characteristics of the restaurant industry.

Based on the

information provided by 54 restaurants, the authors found
that consumers paid a $2.53 premium per meal for dining
out in the French Quarter in 1981. The price of a meal
at a restaurant in the French Quarter with the lowest
food quality rating, average levels of service,
convenience, and ambience, was $13-29 in 1981. The
authors concluded that while a steak house was not
necessarily the place to go for a cheap steak, a seafood
specialty restaurant was a good place to order seafood.
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2.2.2 Agricultural f;-T9r?^«
A consumer's utility from products is determined by
the total amount of characteristics of goods he consumes.
Ladd and Suvannunt (1976) conducted a price-quality study
in food nutrition.

Based on Lancaster's (1966)

definition for products, Ladd and Suvannunt (1976)
developed a characteristic model for consumer goods.

By

analyzing the information of nutritional value of food
and their corresponding retail prices, the authors found
that the price paid for each product consumed
approximately equaled the sum of the marginal monetary
values of the product's characteristics.

The marginal

monetary value of each characteristic equaled the
product's marginal yield of the characteristic multiplied
by the marginal implicit price of the characteristic.
Ladd and Suvannunt also found that consumers' demands for
goods were not only affected by consumers' income and
product prices, but also by products' yields of
characteristics.
Wilson (1984) applied hedonic price theory to the
malting barley market.

The author found that grade

variables had no significant effect on the level of
malting barley prices, given other variables, or on the
implicit prices for plumpness and protein.

The premiums

for varieties varied with periods of time.

Wilson also
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found that the premiums for plumpness increased during
the first three-year period of his study and the
discounts for protein increased every year.

The author

concluded that current grade standards might not
adequately describe factors important in determining the
market values of malting barley samples.

The results

provided plant breeders with valuable information
associated with the most important attributes of malting
barley—plumpness and protein.
Brorsen et al. (1984) analyzed rough rice in the
bid/acceptance markets by applying hedonic price theory.
By regressing observed rough rice prices on rice quality
attributes, the authors found that rice grades were
useful but inadequate for explaining quality differences
in the rice prices.

Head yield was the most important

factor in determining rice prices, followed by mild
yield, test weight, peck, color, smut, and stack.
Brorsen et al. also found that chance of acceptance
increased with higher than expected bids, with smaller
lot sizes, with more bidders, and as the market season
progressed.
Eastwood et al. (1986) estimated household nutrient
demand by using characteristic theory and the information
of the 1977-78 Nationwide Food Consumption Survey from
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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The authors

estimated hedonic price equations at the household level,
and nutrient demand equations across households, given
the assumption that goods generate a common set of
attributes but no unique attributes.

Eastwood et al.

found that all nutrients contained in food except vitamin
A had significant positive coefficients.

The findings

suggest that nutrients are positively correlated to
consumers' willingness to pay for the food.

The authors

also found that inputted prices, income, and household
characteristics, including location, education, age
distribution, and race, affected nutrient demand levels.
Eastwood et al. (1986) concluded that consumers were
willing to pay more for food as the nutrient content
increases.

The demands for the nutrients were inelastic.

Blaine et al. (1992) developed a hedonic theoretical
framework to derive a compensated demand for Land
Information System services under uncertainty.

By using

comparative static analysis, the authors maximized
individual and social utility associated with land and
environmental amenities subject to consumers' income.
Blaine et al. found that the theoretical welfare measure
under certainty for land information services was
associated with the willingness to pay for land
information.

The market value of the information system

was proportional to the utility of the land-related
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amenity.

Although the effect of the initial uncertainty

associated with information demand was ambiguous, the
demand function for land information was strictly
increasing in the sense of the perceived accuracy of the
land information system.
Kask and Maani (1992) attempted to introduce
uncertainty to hedonic price framework for the valuation
of non-market goods.

The authors developed a set of

rules to aid analysts for interpreting hedonic prices of
nonmarket goods under uncertainty.

Hask and Maani found

that consumers' subjective probabilities might have under
or over estimated endowed probabilities because of
uncertainty.

The direction of bias depended on the type

and amount of information available and the level of the
endowed probability.

The authors concluded that

consumers' responsiveness to the variation of information
levels could bias hedonic prices estimated for non-market
goods.

2r2t3 Qotton
Cotton market prices are related to cotton quality
properties.

Ethridge and Davis (1982) initially applied

hedonic price theory to cotton pricing analysis.

The

authors maintained that cotton producer price was a
function of cotton fiber attributes.
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By utilizing the

information of sales recaps from eight gin points in a
localized area of the Texas High Plains, Ethridge and
Davis estimated the implicit prices of trash content,
color, staple length, micronaire, etc.

The authors found

that producer prices were significantly affected by the
fiber length, micronaire reading, and trash content, and
that the market value of fiber properties varied from
year to year.

Ethridge and Davis (1982) concluded that

the market values of fiber attributes would provide
market participants with valuable information.

The

authors further suggested that producers could choose
varieties and optimally formulate mixed lots of sales for
higher prices.

Ginners could prepare the fiber to an

optimal point for cotton by using the information of how
trash content and color determined cotton prices.
Hembree et al. (1986) developed a hedonic price
model and analyzed cotton price-quality relationships for
Southeastern U.S. textile mills.

By using the mill price

information provided by U.S. Department of Agriculture
for the period of 1977-1983, the authors regressed mill
prices against cotton fiber characteristics and time
dummy indicators.

Hembree et al. found that all fiber

properties had a significant impact on textile mill
prices.

The fiber characteristics having the greatest

influence were fiber strength, length, and micronaire,
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followed by length uniformity, yellowness, whiteness, and
trash content.

Among these fiber attributes, fiber

strength was found to be unexpectedly important.

The

authors concluded that the U.S. official market price
reporting system should include important fiber
characteristics excluded, such as strength.
Ethridge and Neeper (1987) estimated producer
returns from cotton strength and uniformity in the Texas
and Oklahoma market.

The authors postulated that the

farm price of cotton lint could be decomposed into two
components: loan price and premiums over the loan.
Ethridge and Neeper maintained that fiber strength and
uniformity might not affect loan price but the premiums
over the loan component.

By analyzing the information

provided by the Telcot electronic marketing system for
the period of 1983/84 and 1984/85, the authors found that
fiber strength and length uniformity significantly
affected cotton prices.

Producer prices were most

responsive to fiber length and micronaire and least
responsive to color and strength.

In comparison to the

study conducted by Hembree et al. (1986), Ethridge and
Neeper found that fiber strength and length uniformity
premiums and discounts were smaller than those paid by
textile mills.

The authors suggested that strength and
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length uniformity information need to be reported in the
official USDA grading system for cotton.
Chiou (1991) studied how biotechnology progress
affected the U.S. cotton industry.

Based on Houthakker-

Theil quality/quantity choice framework, Chiou (1991)
developed a quality/quantity structural choice model.
The linkage between quality and quantity choice models
was the base price and yield per acre of cotton.

The

author found that biotechnology had substantial impacts
on fiber quality improvement.

The biotech scenario would

bring economic returns of $286 million dollars for the
1995-1999 period.

In addition, Chiou found that fiber

quality levels of trash, color, staple, micronaire, and
strength differed significantly and the quality
attributes of cotton had also changed across the four
U.S. regions in the 1980s.
Rosen's (1974) two-stage hedonic price model may not
perfectly fit in the situation of cotton due to the fact
that cotton is dependent on natural environmental
conditions.

Bowman and Ethridge (1992) modified Rosen's

two-stage hedonic framework and estimated supplies and
demands for cotton quality attributes of U.S. cotton in
the producer market.

The authors identified trash

content, color, fiber length, fiber strength, low and
high micronaire readings as the major indicators of fiber
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quality characteristics from the information of spot
market.

Prices with base quality attributes were

introduced to capture the general price movement of the
market.

Base prices and the changes in the proportion of

rotor spinning to ring spinning were the demand shifters.
Bowman and Ethridge (1992) maintained that supplies of
fiber characteristics were perfectly price inelastic in
the same year.

Therefore, the supply equation of fiber

characteristics was a function of four seasonal rainfall
and temperature (excluding winter temperature) variables.
The authors then combined the derived supply equations of
fiber characteristics with fiber demand functions and
derived equation systems for the four U.S. regional
markets.

The absence of simultaneity in their system was

chiefly attributed to the lags in cotton production
process.
Bowman and Ethridge found that all factors analyzed
had, to some extent, significant impacts on fiber demand
in the U.S. cotton markets.

The environmental factors,

seasonal rainfall and temperature affecting fiber
supplies, varied with market regions.

Characteristics'

supply equations predicted fiber property levels more
effectively than fiber attribute demand equations
predicted fiber prices.

The values of cotton fiber
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properties were shown to vary across regions and over
time as fiber property supplies and demands varied.
Ethridge et al. (1992) analyzed cotton producer
prices in the Texas-Oklahoma market by applying hedonic
price theory.

The authors identified trash, yellowness,

whiteness, strength, staple, micronaire readings, and
bark content as the most important fiber properties.
Ethridge et al. developed an econometric model to
estimate the implicit prices of fiber attributes.

Based

on market transactions from the 1990 through 1992 crops,
the authors found that the price was in general less
responsive in 1990 than in 1991.

Ethridge et al. (1992)

maintained that part of the difference between the two
crop years was attributed to the differences in quality
between the two crop years.

The authors also found that

staple discounts and premiums tended to be smaller in
1991 for cotton with better color.

However, staple

discounts for cotton with poor color were larger.

Both

trash and bark discounts were much larger in 1991 than
1990.
Ethridge and Chen (1993) analyzed both producer
prices and textile mill prices in the aggregated U.S.
cotton market.

The authors maintained that the price

signals on fiber premiums and discounts at the user end
of the market should be passed to the producer end if the
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cotton market was efficient.

Ethridge and Chen used

producer prices from annual cotton price statistics (U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 1977-1990a), mill prices from
"Cotton Market News" (U.S. Department of Agriculture,
1977-l990b), and cotton fiber quality information from
cotton fiber and processing test results (U.S. Department
of Agriculture, 1977-1990c).

Using Rosen's (1974) first-

stage hedonic price model, the authors regressed cotton
prices on fiber properties such as staple, trash, color
codes, and micronaire readings.
Ethridge and Chen (1993) found that all measured
fiber attributes had significant impacts on cotton prices
paid by textile manufacturers for the period of 19771990.

However, the micronaire and staple had no

significant effect on prices received by producers.

The

authors concluded that the market system might not
operate efficiently enough to convey the information of
fiber premiums and discounts to producers from textile
mills, or that the official cotton price reports were not
accurate enough to reflect the market situation.

2.3 Summary
The literature reviewed above shows that hedonic
price theory has a different view of commodity pricing
analysis in contrast to traditional economic theory.
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The

empirical studies demonstrate that hedonic price theory
is a feasible and practical tool to analyze the
determinants of commodity and service prices in terms of
characteristics.
Although the bulk of empirical studies on cotton
have been completed to examine how the prices of cotton
are determined by its fiber attributes since Ethridge and
Davis's study in 1982, no one has attempted to analyze
the price-quality relationships for cotton by using the
information of primary market transactions from the
textile mill market.

Those studies based on public

information (i.e., official reports) reveal some unique
patterns for the price-quality relationships of cotton in
different markets, but the reliability of the price data
in those studies is not known at best and in error in
some instances examined (Hudson et al., 1995).
Furthermore, only one previous study, by Bowman and
Ethridge (1992), provides some information on how cotton
quality premiums and discounts differ across regions and
time in the producer market.
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CHAPTER III
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Cotton is a semi-processed heterogeneous product in
terms of its composite fiber attributes.

In the

framework of hedonic price theory, cotton is a set of
fiber characteristics, which are measured by the HVI
grading system for cotton quality.

Since there is a

cotton market, there is an implicit market for fiber
attributes because cotton is composed of fiber
characteristics.

Consequently, transactions for cotton

in the commodity market are transactions for different
bundles of fiber characteristics in the fiber
characteristics market.

If all fiber attributes embodied

in the cotton are recognized and used completely, the
price of cotton in the conventional commodity market
would equal the summation of the market values of those
characteristics embodied in the cotton.

Fiber users

purchase cotton according to their needs for fiber
characteristics, but the prices of each individual fiber
attribute are not observable because they buy cotton as a
composite product.
This chapter centers on how cotton price is
conceptually analyzed through fiber attributes.
chapter is organized into 5 sections.
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The

The first three

sections explain how price is determined in terms of both
textile producers' and cotton growers' marketing
behaviors in the fiber attribute market.

The uniqueness

of hedonic price for fiber attribute is discussed in the
fourth section.

Spatial variations of hedonic prices are

addressed in the last section.

3.1 Demand for Cotton Fiber Oualitv
Hedonic price theory assumes that consumers are also
producers.

Consumers obtain satisfaction from goods

purchased by transforming or assembling characteristics
into their desired forms to consume.

Consumers of raw

cotton—textile manufacturers—are not final but
intermediate fiber consumers in the cotton market.

They

purchase fiber characteristics from the market, but use
these fiber properties as major inputs to produce yarns
and other textile products for other industries.

Textile

mill manufacturers are buyers of fiber attributes in the
fiber market, while they are sellers for textile products
in the textile mill market.
Since textile mill manufacturers are not final fiber
consumers, their objective for producing textile mill
products can be assumed as profit maximization based on
conventional economic principles.

An implicit assumption

for this consideration is that profit and utility
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maximization are consistent.

Assume that a textile mill

manufacturer uses fiber attributes, such as fiber length,
strength, and micronaire, to produce a specific type of
textile product (e.g., yarn).

The manufacturer's market

decision for fiber demand is specified by the following
system.

Max

n^ = n^iPy,Y,P(A),C)

(3.1)

Subject to

y = f(A,XJ

(3.2)

where:
TTt

=

profit of textile mill production for the
manufacturer,

Py

=

price of the textile product,

Y

=

production of the textile product,

P(A) =

a vector of prices for fibers,
corresponding to the vector of fiber
attributes. A, embodied in the cotton used
to produce Y; A = (Ai,A2,... ,A„),

C

=

production cost in producing Y; C =
h(A,Xj, and

X

=

a vector of nonfiber inputs needed to
produce Y.

X^ is assumed to have a

unitary price (a vertical vector).
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The profit function says that the mill manufacturer
maximizes profits in producing the textile product
subject to existing textile manufacturing technology.
Given that the profit function is twice differentiable
and strictly concave, maximum profit can be found by
introducing a Lagrangian multiplier into the system.

Max

Ln^ = n^iP^,Y,P(A)

,C)

- X(Y - f(A,XJ)

(3.3)

where X is the Lagrangian multiplier.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for
maximizing profit can be derived by a mathematical
operation.

The process of the derivation results in the

value marginal product of Y with respect to each input
equaling the price of each corresponding input in a
perfectly competitive market (Beattie and Taylor, 1985).
The profit maximization criterion associated with fiber
attributes requires the mill producer to find the most
appropriate proportion of inputs for his mill production.
Given that the mill manufacturer's profit is
maximized with constant nonfiber attributes, the textile
mill production decision becomes to identify the optimal
combination between fiber characteristics associated with
the available textile production technology.

The

selection of fiber characteristics with available
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technology, under a given profit (maximized), constitutes
the efficiency frontier for using fibers.

The frontier

reflects the situation where the mill producer is willing
to pay for characteristics with a given technology for a
fixed optimal profit in the mill production.

So long as

the mill manufacturer's purchases of any two fiber
characteristics are along the efficiency frontier, the
profit is maximized.
The process of the mill manufacturer's decision for
fiber demand is further illustrated in two dimensional
forms (Figure 3.1), which are modified from Rosen's
(1974) framework.

In Figure 3.1, the A^-axis represents

fiber attribute 1 and the P-axis denotes the cotton
prices that the fiber user is willing to pay the market
subject to the available technology.

The fiber attribute

Ax is assumed to be desirable—that is, A^ has a positive
impact on profits if it is optimally used.

Curve

P(Ai,A*2,... ,A*„) is a hypothetical relationship between
cotton price and the first fiber attribute holding the
other fiber attributes constant.

All points along the

hypothetical price curve reflect the minimum prices that
the textile mill manufacturer has to pay to obtain a
specific amount of fiber attribute Ai from the mill
market.
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Gl(Ai.,A*2/ . • . /A B,^ g)

Figure 3.1 Determination of Hedonic Price
for a Cotton Fiber Attribute.
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Cl(Ai,A*2,... ,A„,ir\) is the mill manufacturer's bid
function for A^ derived from his profit maximization
function.

The bid function is a projection of the

textile mill manufacturer's fiber consumption surface
(for three inputs) onto the P-A^ plane (Rosen, 1974).
Cl(Ai,A*2,.. .A„,Tr\) defines the amounts that the mill
producer is willing to pay for A^ at a constant profit
level, w^, given A2=A%, A3=A*3, and so on.

The mill

producer's profit is maximized when his bid function
curve maximally reaches to the hypothetical price curve
P(Al,A*2,... ,ir\) at point B, where a cotton supplier in
the market is also willing to offer (Figure 3.1). At
point B, the value marginal product of A^ is equal to
marginal cost of A^, P(Ai), and the textile mill
manufacturer chooses the combination P*, A*i, A%, ..., A*„
for v*^.

There is a family of bid curves, which are

tangent to the hypothetical P(Ai,A%,... ,A*„) curve.

'i,'? Supply for Cotton Fiber Oualitv
While cotton fiber attributes are inputs for textile
mill manufacturers, they are outputs for cotton growers.
In contrast to the textile mill manufacturers' decision
for fiber demand in the market, fiber suppliers or
sellers also attempt to maximize their profits in fiber
production subject to resource constraints.
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These fiber

suppliers are cotton growers.

A cotton grower's

production decision for cotton fiber attributes can be
mathematically formulated as:

IT, = P(A)A

- ^(A,K),

(3.4)

where:
''^q

=

profits in fiber attribute production
and

*(A,K)

=

minimized cost function in cotton
production, which is a function of
output A and input price K.

Equation 3.4 says that the cotton grower's profits
in cotton fiber production are equal to total revenue
minus the minimized total cost in fiber attribute
production (Beattie and Taylor, 1985).

Assume that

Equation 3.4 meets the necessary and sufficient
conditions for profit maximization.

Similar to the

consumption efficiency frontier for the demand of fiber
attributes, a cotton grower's production efficiency
frontier is also defined at a point of production where
marginal revenue of A^ equals marginal cost (a*(.)/aAi) of
producing Ai.

For a given profit (maximized), the grower

chooses fiber attributes to produce according to the
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availability of his resources.

So long as the grower

produces along his production efficiency frontier, the
production of A^ is optimized.
The process of the fiber producer's decision making
is also illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Assume that

Gl(Ai,A%,... ,A*„,?r%) is the grower's offer curve for the
fiber attribute X^, which is a projection of the three
dimensional profit possibility surface in producing these
fiber attributes (i.e., three fiber attributes) (Rosen,
1974).

Any points on the offer curve define the minimum

prices that the cotton grower is willing to accept for
selling the specific fiber attribute A^.

P(Ai,A%,... ,ir%)

is the hypothetical relationship between the observable
cotton price and fiber characteristics defined in the
previous section.

The hypothetical relationship reflects

the maximum price that the market is willing to pay the
cotton grower for a unit of fiber attribute A^. The
cotton producer's decision for the fiber attribute supply
is made when the producer's offer curve is tangent to
P(Ai/A%,... ,A*„) at point B (Figure 3.1), where the
marginal cost equals the marginal value in producing an
additional unit of A^.

That is, profit maximization is

achieved when the offer price is maximally obtained.

The

tradeoff of price-characteristics for the given profit
forms the cotton grower's production efficiency frontier
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for fiber attributes.

Since each fiber producer has his

individual offer curve, a family of offer curves exists
in the production of cotton fiber characteristics.

3.3 Price Determination of Cotton
Fiber Characteristics
Given the cotton market system is efficient to
convey information, the price-characteristic relationship
for cotton is determined through the competition between
buyers and sellers in the market.

Market transactions

for fiber attributes take place only when a cotton seller
and a textile mill manufacturer are matched.

The

competition of cotton market forces the textile mill
manufacturer and cotton grower to operate efficiently for
more profits subject to various constraints.

The

relationship of fiber production and textile mill
manufacturing in the market is captured by the tangencies
of the fiber supplier's offer curve on the fiber user's
bid curve.

That is, the price of fiber characteristic A^

is represented by the locus of these tangencies between
the offer and bid curves in a plane (Figure 3.1). The
shape of the locus is, in other words, determined by
market participants' behavior guided by profit seeking.
Since there is a family of offer curves from cotton
growers and a family of bid curves from textile mill
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manufacturers, the price of each fiber attribute
represents a joint envelope of the two families of
functions.

Rosen (1974) indicated that the envelope

function by itself reveals nothing about the underlying
members that generate it and they in turn constitute the
generating structure of the observations.
The locus of these tangencies between individual
offer and bid functions depicts the price-characteristic
(i.e., hedonic) relationship for the fiber attribute A^
and can be derived from a statistical function:
P = P{A^fA2r

• • • fA^r • • • fAjf

• • • rAj^) i

(3.5)

where P is the observable market price for cotton, and A^
is the ith fiber attribute.

A partial derivative of the

cotton price P with respect to A^ yields the marginal
implicit price (MIP) of fiber attribute i:

JP. = Mill,
dA,

(3.6)

dA, '

where f(.) is an abbreviation of the right-hand side of
Equation 3.6.

Marginal implicit price of A^ measures how

many units the price changes as the fiber attribute A^
changes by one unit in a perfectly competitive market,
holding other fiber attributes constant.
The MIP for A^ depends on the price-characteristic
relationship for A^.

If the price-characteristic
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relationship is linear, the marginal implicit price for
Ai is a constant.

If the price-characteristic

relationship is nonlinear, the marginal implicit price
for Ai is a function associated with fiber
characteristics, including the fiber attribute Ai.

3.4 Unicrueness of Hedonic Prices
for Fiber Attributes
Cotton is a vector of fiber characteristics, but
these fiber attributes can be categorized into two
groups: desirable (or positive) and undesirable (or
negative) fiber attributes (Brown, 1993).

Desirable

fiber attributes are those that increase cotton market
values, implying increasing consumers' utility for final
textile products, and fiber users want to consume more.
Staple is, for example, a desirable fiber attribute.
longer the staple the better the cotton, ceteris

The

paribus.

In contrast to desirable fiber attributes, undesirable
fiber characteristics are those that reduce cotton market
values and users try to avoid because these fiber
attributes decrease users' utility.

Trash content of

cotton is, for instance, an undesirable attribute for
textile manufacturers since more trash in the fiber
reduces mill processing efficiency and increases
production costs.

There is, in general, a direct
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relationship between desirable fiber attributes and their
hedonic prices, and an inverse relationship between
undesirable fiber attributes and their hedonic prices.
The hedonic price derived from Equation 3.6 reveals
the market value of fiber attribute Ai from individual
market participants' behaviors.

The price reflects the

temporary market equilibrium where textile mill
manufacturers are willing to pay and cotton growers are
willing to accept for each level of Ai, but the hedonic
price equation is neither the supply nor demand for the
fiber characteristic Ai. The price curve in Figure 3.1
captures the impacts of both demand and supply for the
fiber attribute and explains the price-quality
relationships in its specific fashion.

The unique shape

of the hedonic price for Ai is attributed to the factors
of cotton production, marketing, and using at the
industry level.
An example may be helpful to explain how hedonic
price brings price and fiber attributes together from the
standpoint of the textile industry.

Suppose there are

two lots of cotton, which have only two fiber indicators,
Ai and A^.

Ai is a desirable fiber attribute, while A^ is

an undesirable fiber attribute.

The price-quality

relationship for attribute Ai is explicitly delineated in
Figure 3.2.

Both axes of Figure 3.2 have the same
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PCA,,A,-)

Figure 3.2 Price-Quality Relationship for
a Cotton Fiber Attribute
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definitions as those in Figure 3.1.

Curve P(Ai,A/) is

the hedonic price curve of fiber attribute Ai (e.g.,
staple) derived from Equation 3.5 with respect to Ai.
The market value of A^ increases as the level of fiber
attribute Ai increases.

P" is larger than P' because A^"

is larger than Ai'. Consequently, a lot of cotton with a
high level of Ai is generally more valuable than a lot
with a low level of Ai, ceteris

parabus.

The pattern of P(Ai,A/) implicitly says that the
marginal return of using cotton from an increase of Ai,
increases at a decreasing rate.

One of the factors

affecting marginal return in using cotton is textile mill
production technology.

Different textile products, for

example, require different fiber quality and production
technology.

Textile mill manufacturers do not have a

uniform technology in mill manufacturing.

Productivity

of individual textile manufacturers associated with
different technologies for given profits and resources
constitutes the technology efficiency frontier for the
industry.

A diminishing marginal productivity associated

with available technology determines the declining
marginal return of using fibers like Ai, therefore, the
uniqueness of the hedonic price P(Ai,A2*).
The market price of cotton as a composite is
determined by all cotton fiber attributes simultaneously.
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While an increase of the level of Ai increases cotton
market values, an increase of negative attribute A^
(e.g., trash of cotton) may, for example, reduce cotton
market values, ceteris

parabus.

The undesirable

attribute, A^, yields discounts for the specific lot of
cotton.

The price of cotton is determined by all fiber

attributes as a whole.

3.5 Spatial Variations of Hedonic Prices
Figure 3.2 delineates the price-quality relationship
for cotton fiber attribute Ai in a hypothetical ideal
market.

Regional divergences are simply ignored in the

framework when deriving the hedonic price for fiber Ai.
In reality, prices of cotton may vary with market
regions.

The pricing structures of cotton in the Western

region may, for example, differ from that in the
Southeast region since the cotton produced in the Western
may differ in terms of unmeasured or unidentified fiber
characteristics.

Because cotton production, marketing,

and textile manufacturing vary across regions, regional
conditions may affect the prices of cotton.

Divergences

of cotton production, marketing, and utilization across
regions suggest that cotton prices at an aggregate U.S.
level may not represent the prices in a specific region.
Therefore, hedonic prices of individual fiber attributes
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are not necessarily the same across regions.

Given that

the price-quality relationship for a specific fiber
attribute Ai is denoted by a hedonic price curve, the
hedonic price structure for fiber attributes between any
two regions must follow one of the following patterns.
(A) Two hedonic price curves are identical between
two regions (Panel 1, Figure 3.3). This pattern
says that the marginal implicit prices of fiber
attribute Ai in Region j are the same as those
in Region k.

Two price curves for the fiber

attribute are overlapped for Region i and Region
j.

Pi(Ai) equals PK(Ai) at every level of Ai.

(B) Two hedonic price curves are parallel between
two regions (Panel 2, Figure 3.3). This pattern
says that the prices of cotton associated with
fiber attribute Ai are uniformly higher in
Region j than Region k, but the MIPs are the
same.

The slope of Pj(Ai) curve is equal to that

of Pk(Ai) curve while the intercepts of the two
curves differ.
(C) Two hedonic price curves are different (Panel 3,
Figure 3.3). Both prices of cotton and marginal
implicit prices are higher in Region j than
Region k.
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P^(Ai) = PK(Ai)

(Panel l)

^^

Ai

(Panel 2)

PK(Ai)

(Panel 3)

O

Ai

Ai
(Panel 4)

Figure 3.3 Spatial Variations of Hedonic Prices
for a Cotton Fiber Attribute.
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(D) Two hedonic price curves intersect at a specific
point of the fiber attribute (Panel 4, Figure
3.3).

This pattern says that the marginal

implicit prices of fiber attribute Ai are lower
in Region j than Region k.

The overall prices

of cotton may be higher (or lower) in Region j
than Region k depending on the level of Ai,

ceteris paribus.
Since cotton production is related to natural
environmental conditions such as soil types, rainfall,
temperature, and sunlight, these environmental factors
influence both the physical development of fiber and the
varieties grown.

If two regions have similar

environmental conditions, the cottons grown in the two
regions may not differ or differ only slightly.
Consequently, cotton produced in one region may be a
perfect substitute for the cotton grown in another
region.

The cotton fibers produced in the Southeast and

Mid-South may, for example, fall into this pattern (Panel
1, Figure 3.3). However, cotton fiber produced in San
Joaquin Valley of California and Texas does not belong to
this pattern.

Since California cotton has historically

had longer staple than Texas cotton, the market value of
staple for California cotton is probably higher than that
for Texas cotton.

Panel 2 or 3 of Figure 3.3 may well
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represent the situation of fiber length premiums between
California and Texas.

Some differences in prices may be,

however, based on perceived quality divergences instead
of real ones.

Therefore, cotton in one region may have a

higher price than other regions even if the quality
attributes are similar.
Differences in hedonic prices for cotton
characteristics may be attributable to different
technologies in using fiber attributes across regions.
Ring spinning technology is conventionally more suitable
to process the cotton that has longer staple than rotor
spinning technology (Starbird et al., 1987).

Rotor

spinning is, however, more efficient in processing the
cotton with low micronaire (coarse fibers) and stronger
fiber due to the high machine speeding required by the
technology.

If textile mills process cotton produced in

a specific region by using a particular spinning
technology, the values of fiber attributes for cotton in
this region may differ from those of other regions.

This

could result in the patterns of Panel 2, 3, or 4 of
Figure 3.3.

That is, fiber length may have higher market

value in the region from which cotton is used
predominately in ring spinning, as opposed to areas from
which cotton used mostly in rotor spinning (Bowman and
Ethridge, 1992).

Fiber strength and micronaire may have
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higher premiums or discounts in the region where rotor
spinning is used.

Trash content may, however, have

greater discounts when ring spinning is used than when
rotor spinning is used.
Further, the methods of transforming yarns to fabric
and the final uses of the cotton grown in a specific
region may also influence the market values of fiber
properties of cotton.

Weaving, for example, requires

stronger and more uniform yarns, which are primarily
determined by the strength and uniformity of cotton fiber
attributes, as compared to knitting.

Since different

finished consumer and industrial products are based on
transformations of different raw fibers, these finished
products require different cotton fiber attributes.

The

cotton produced in the West may be, for exeunple, more
appropriate for weaving mills since it has longer staple.
On the other hand, the cotton gro%m in Southeast may be
more suitable for knitting mills because knitting mills
are not sensitive to staple length.

Thus, Western cotton

could have a utility value for weaving mills and
generally higher staple premiums.
Destinations of cotton in the market may influence
the market values of cotton fiber characteristics across
regions.

Not all fiber attributes are as important in

the cotton used for exports as compared to that sold for
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domestic mills.

This is because the HVI grading system

is relatively new outside the U.S. and foreign mills have
not recognized the importance of some fiber properties
identified by the system.

If this is true, cotton grown

in a region that is primarily for export may show lower
values for those attributes not recognized by foreign
Ddills.
Regional market efficiency may also affect the
patterns of hedonic prices across markets.

If cotton

growers and textile mill manufacturers are not equally
informed about prices and quality premiums and discounts
by the market, prices paid for cotton characteristics may
differ across market regions.

This follows because

::otton growers do not have a clear idea about which fiber
:;haracteristic has higher market value.

Therefore, there

are no incentives to improve that fiber attribute through
better farming management practices and utilization of
new varieties.

Therefore, hedonic prices of cotton fiber

attributes might be, at least conceptually, different
across market regions.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

This chapter focuses on how the objectives of the
study were achieved.

The methods and procedures are

organized into the following sections: descriptions of
iata, hedonic price models for cotton, model
specification and justification, parameter interpretation
ind hypothesis formation, procedures of model estimation,
m d selection and interpretation of models.

4.1 Descriptions of Data
t.1.1 Data Sources
Data used in this study were actual market
:ransactions specified in the contracts from cotton
marketing—buying and selling—firms at the fiber end-use
)oint of the market.

The data represent an average

J5.52% of U.S. cotton production and 41.02% of U.S. mill
:onsumption for cotton during the period 1992-1994 (Table
[.!).

The prices of cotton associated with these market

:ransactions were formed at points C and D in the market
;hannels shown in Figure 1.2.
Part of the data was provided by 2 cotton marketing
:ooperatives, which are voluntary organizations of cotton
[rowers.

The information associated with marketing
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cooperatives was the market transaction from seasonal
pool sales.

As a sale strategy, seasonal pools are

designed to even out large price fluctuations and
stabilize cotton supply for the market through a year.
The cotton marketed through seasonal pools included sales
to domestic mills, foreign countries, and
merchant/shippers.

Information that spanned four years

(1992-1995) was used in this study since the HVI grading
system was adopted by the market in 1991. The price
information provided by marketing associations reflected
the prices paid for cotton by domestic textile mills,
merchants and/or shippers, and foreign buyers.
The rest of the data was collected from buying
departments of 6 domestic textile mill companies for the
same period (1992-1995).

These textile mills purchase

their cotton from various sources such as market
cooperatives, merchants and/or shippers, brokers, and CCC
loan stocks.

The price information associated with

textile mill firms reflected the prices paid by textile
mills for cotton.
The records or contracts of market transactions
varied with companies.

While the price-quality data for

cotton from the marketing cooperatives were specified in
sales contracts, the information from textile mills was
recorded in purchasing contracts.
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The prices associated

with market cooperatives were free on board (FOB)
warehouse, while the prices from mills were FOB mill.
The difference in prices between FOB warehouse and FOB
mill captures the costs of transportation, delivery, and
insurance.

All information was converted to a consistent

and desirable format for model estimations (Appendix A ) .
In each contract, the price and quality attributes,
production origin, delivery dates, and any other terms
between the two parties were identified.
either fixed price or call price.

Contracts were

Call contracts were

converted to an equivalent fixed price on the date of the
transaction by adjusting the futures price on that day by
the basis stated in the contract.

The contracts differed

on whose measurements of quality attributes were to be
used; some specified HVI measurements by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, while some specified
manufacturers' cotton department determinations. A
detailed procedure for data conversion and adjustment is
presented in Appendix A.

Prices from these data

represented the values of fiber attributes contracted
rather than delivered.
Futures prices used for converting call price to
fixed price were collected from a computer data base
(Technical Tools, Inc.), The Wall Street Journal, and the
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Daily Spot Cotton Quotations (U.S. Department of
Agriculture, 1992-1995).

4.112 Fiber Information Tdpni-jfjo.^
m the Contracts
Although nearly all cotton quality information
associated with the new HVI grading system could be found
in the contracts, the fiber attributes used most
frequently in the contracts were trash content, color,
fiber length, micronaire reading, and strength.

For

example, two companies had fiber strength and uniformity
specifications in the contracts, while other companies
had leaf and staple but no strength specifications.

Some

companies used new grading measures completely, while
some still used the composite grade. All different
quality measures across companies and over time were
adjusted to "standard" measures based on certain criteria
(Appendix A ) .

These fiber attributes identified in the

contracts are summarized and described below.
Trash content measures the content of nonlint
materials such as leaf, bark, and grass for a specific
lot of cotton.

Color, in a strict sense, measures both

reflectance (Rd) and yellowness (+b) of cotton (U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 1993).
only to the grade code.

The contracts refer

The composite grade is a two67

digit code, with the first digit (ranges from 1 to 8)
being associated with the trash content of the cotton.
As the first digit of the code increases, trash content
is higher.

Color, the other major fiber attribute

embodied in the code, is associated with both digits of
the code.

Since the first digit cannot be used as an

indicator of both attributes, the composite grade code is
divided into its separate digits.

In the following

discussions, "trash" is used synonymously with the first
digit, while "color" is used synonymously with the second
digit (range 0-7, with the higher number associated with
more color).

As the second digit code increases, the

cotton is more pigmental.

Although these descriptions

are not strictly accurate, they are used to facilitate
the presentation and discussions.
Fiber length measures the upper half mean length of
the fiber for a lot (U.S. Department of Agriculture,
1993).

Fiber length is measured in lOOths inch.

Fiber

length is also called staple, which is measured in 32nds
of an inch.

The data specified as lOOths of an inch in

the contracts were converted to 32nds of an inch.

Since

fiber length affects textile mill processing
characteristics such as yarn and fabric fineness, the
longer the fiber, the higher the market value, holding
other factors constant.
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Fiber strength measures how strong the fiber is for
a lot in grams/tex.

A tex unit equals the weight in

grams of 1000 meters of fiber (U.S. Department of
Agriculture, 1993).

Stronger fiber can better withstand

breakage during the textile mill manufacturing process.
The stronger the fiber, the higher the use value.
Micronaire reading measures the fineness and
maturity of fiber.

A desirable micronaire range is

conventionally believed to be the range of 3.5 to 4.9.
As micronaire increases or decreases from this range, the
value of the fiber decreases.

4.1.3 Nonfiber Information
in the Contracts
Nonfiber information, in addition to fiber
attributes, was also obtained from the contracts. The
nonfiber factors reflected the region of origin for the
cotton, sale practices, sales channels, ownership flow,
and time of cotton production and marketings.

These

factors were defined as production regions, type of
buyer, type of seller, type of sales, and time factor, as
described below.
A. 1.3.1 Pr^^iir-i- ^ nn Regions.

Three regions were

specified (Figure 4.1) based on the contracts provided by
cotton companies.

West (WE) consists of California,
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Arizona, and New Mexico.
Texas and Oklahoma.

South Central (SC) includes

South (SO) consists of the Southeast

states (North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
and Alabama) and Midsouth (Arkansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Missouri, and Tennessee).

Southeast and

Midsouth were combined into the Southern region because
most textile companies do not differentiate the cotton
grown in the Southeast and Midsouth in the contracts.
The specification of U.S. cotton production in three
regions was consistent with conventional market
definition except the South combination represents both
Southeast and Mid-South.
4.1.3.2 Type of Sale.

Type of sale indicates how

the cotton was merchandised, which includes fixed and
call sales.

A sale is fixed if the price of the sale is

fixed at contract time, while a sale is a call if the
price is open with a fixed basis from a futures market
price at the time of contract.

The prices of call sales

are fixed by cotton buyers at any time they prefer,
before or after cotton is delivered, according to the
futures contract specified by the sales contract.
4.1.3.3 Type of Buver.

Type of buyer indicates the

buyers of the cotton or the destination of the cotton
specified in the contracts by market cooperatives.
of buyer includes domestic textile mills, foreign
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Type

markets, and merchants.

All purchases of cotton by

textile mills were specified as domestic mills, which is
consistent with market cooperatives' sales to domestic
mills.

Type of buyer may reflect how different sales

channels affect cotton prices.

For example, export

prices may differ from prices paid by domestic mills.
4.1.3.4 Location.

Location indicates the location

of the cotton (interior warehouse or mill warehouse) as
the basis for its price.

If the cotton was priced in a

seller's warehouse, the price was FOB warehouse; if the
cotton was priced delivered to a mill's warehouse, the
price was FOB mill.

All sales from marketing

cooperatives were located in an interior warehouse.
4.1.3.5 Crop Year.

To account for the potential

differences in premiums and discounts associated with
time, crop years (year of production) were also obtained
from the contracts.

Four crop years (1992-1995) were

identified in this study.

4.2 Hedonic Price Models for Cotton
The conceptual hedonic price equation (Equation 3.5)
described the general price-quality relationships for
cotton fiber attributes.

An empirical hedonic price

model must, however, account for a wider range of factors
than its corresponding conceptual hedonic price model.
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This follows because cotton price was determined by a
complex set of forces.

These forces include fiber

characteristics in the HVI grading system, and factors
not related to cotton quality, but related to cotton
prices, such as production region, type of buyer,
location, type of sale, and crop year.

Without

considering those nonfiber factors, the empirical model
would be under specified.

An underspecified model might

provide biased and inconsistent parameter estimates
(Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1991).
A mechanism was developed to capture the price
variations associated with the non-qualitative dimensions
in the market, given that there was a time-series
dimension in the data.

This was also to avoid

statistical bias and inconsistency.

The mechanism should

recognize or control for general market forces exerted by
general demand and supply for cotton.

Previous studies

(Bowman, 1989; Chiou, 1991) suggest that general market
forces can be captured by the price movement of cotton at
its base quality: grade 41, staple 34, micronaire 4.2,
and strength 24.5.

The prices at base quality as

reported in the Daily Spot Cotton Quotations (DSCQ) (U.S.
Department of Agriculture, 1992-1995) were hypothesized
to represent the general market price movements over
time.

The DSCQ price was linked to the contract price in
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the data from mills and market associations by the date
specified in the contracts.

4.2.1 A Pooled H^Hpnic Pric^

Model Across Rf>qinnf=
As discussed in the last section of Chapter III,
hedonic price relationships of cotton may vary with
regions because of the divergences in cotton production,
marketing, and textile mill manufacturing across regions.
The price-quality relationships of U.S. cotton associated
with the three regions (i.e.. West, South Central, and
South) can be described by a pooled regression model with
regional dummy variables (Equation B.l, Appendix B).

In

terms of econometric terminology, the pooled regression
model allows both intercepts and slopes to vary across
regions.

Given that three regions have the same

variances for cotton prices, the impacts of fiber
attributes on cotton prices in each individual region and
differences of the impacts across regions can be
identified in the model.

However, multicollinearity is

inevitable if too many dummy variables are involved in
the model.

An increase of collinearity inflates the

variances of parameter estimates and reduces tstatistics.

The reliability of the hypothesis tests

declines since t-statistics are not the true values.
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Because the pooled hedonic price model across
regions has not only regional dummy variables but also
the interactions with regional dummy variables, the model
became quite cumbersome and contained statistical
problems such as perfect linear dependence (i.e.,
singular matrix) (Appendix B).

Consequently, the pooled

hedonic price model is not appropriate for this study and
was discarded.

4.2.2 Regional Hedonic Price Models
An alternative approach to estimate regional pricequality relationships for U.S. cotton is to estimate the
hedonic price relationships of cotton fiber attributes by
each individual region.

With consideration of general

market force and nonfiber factors, a general hedonic
price model for U.S. cotton in region r can be specified
as:
P^ = f^{Gl,G2,L,S,M}GPr}Cls,
mch
}exp;lm}Y93,Y94,Y95),

.^ ^.

where:
P

=

FOB price (C/lb.) of the cotton specified
by or derived from the contracts;

r

=

regional indicator for the WE, SC, and SO
region, respectively;
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Gl

=

the first digit of the composite grade;

G2

=

the second digit of the composite grade;

L

=

staple (32nds inch);

S

=

minimum strength (grams/tex.);

M

=

micronaire reading, an average of high and
low micronaire;

GP^

=

general price level of cotton (C/lb.) at
base quality in region r on the date of
the transaction as reported in Daily Spot
Cotton Quotations;

els

=

indicator variable for type of sale—if
els = 1, sale is a call, if els = 0, the
sale is fixed price;

mch

=

indicator variable for type of buyer—if
mch = 1, the buyer is a merchant/shipper,
0 otherwise;

exp

=

indicator variable for type of buyer—if
exp = 1, the buyer is a foreign country, 0
otherwise (If both mch and exp = 0, the
buyer is a domestic mill);

Im

=

indicator variable for location—if Im =
1, the cotton is priced at mills (i.e.,
FOB mill). If Im = 0, the cotton is priced
at sellers' warehouse (i.e., FOB
warehouse);
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Y93

=

indicator variable for crop year—if Y93 =
1, the cotton is from 1993 crop, Y93 = 0
otherwise;

Y94

=

indicator variable for crop year—if Y94 =
1, the cotton is from 1994 crop, Y94 = 0
otherwise, and

Y95

=

indicator variable for crop year—if Y95 =
1, the cotton is from 1995 crop, Y95 = 0
otherwise (If Y93, Y94, and Y95 = 0, the
cotton is from 1992 crop).

A previous study (Sappington, 1970) shows that the
model with no interactions between explanatory and dummy
variables is the simplest and most accurate one.

For the

purpose of investigating price-quality relationships in a
region and divergences across regions for cotton,
regional models are appropriate, especially given that
the pooled model was not feasible for estimation.

Two

statistical methods will be developed to conduct the
comparison tests for the divergences in hedonic prices of
cotton fiber attributes across regions in a later
section.
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4.2.3 A NationsJ Average

Hedonic Price Mnd^]
While Equation 4.1 describes the price-quality
relationships of cotton for each individual region, the
model can be also used to estimate national average
hedonic prices for cotton fiber attributes.

The national

average hedonic price model is the same as Equation 4.1,
but the data used for the model are the data combined
from all three regions.

The national average hedonic

price model implicitly assumes that there no regional
differences for the price-quality relationships for U.S.
cotton, but it is equivalent to a weighted average of the
three regional models.

The remainder of this analysis

uses both the regional and national average hedonic price
models.

4.3 Model Specification and Justification
Based on conceptual reasoning, previous studies
(Ethridge and Neeper, 1987; Chen and Ethridge, 1995), and
trial-and-error modeling experiments. Equation 4.1 was
specified as a nonlinear model for region r:

^ai,,(iflr)^^p^B,,, ^B,,,(ci.)*B,,,(-cii)*B„,,(«»p)
- Bii,,(l«) +Bia,,(rW) •Su,,(rM) •Bi«,,(»5)

where:
MM

= micronaire squared,
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(4.2)

DGl = 8 - Gl, indicating cleanness of fiber,
DG2 = 9 - G2, representing whiteness of fiber, and
c

= the random error for the model.

Nonlinear price-quality relationships for cotton
were attributed to the diminishing marginal returns in
using fiber attributes.

The impact of Gl on cotton

prices was expected to decrease at an increasing rate
because marginal returns of cleaning foreign materials in
the cotton decreased at an increasing rate as more trash
is present in the cotton lint.

The nonlinear

relationship between price and G2 was also attributable
to the diminishing marginal returns of getting brighter
fiber as the color code became larger (Ethridge and
Neeper, 1987).

Transformations of trash as the

difference of 9 - Gl, and color as 8 - G2 were determined
by the properties of these two fiber attributes (Chen and
Ethridge, 1995).

Because of conventional measures, both

trash and color were inversely related to cotton prices
(i.e., negative fiber attributes) and color code had
value of zero.

The use of difference specifications for

trash and color allowed parameter interpretations of the
two negative fiber attributes in the same fashion as
positive fiber attributes.

Further, this treatment

avoided the problem that color code could not be
logarithmically transformed with zero of G2.
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The expected effect of fiber length and strength was
to increase price at a decreasing rate.

This follows

because initial increases in the two fiber attributes
from low levels increased productivity in textile mill
manufacturing, but the returns diminished as the level of
the fiber attributes get higher.

Similarly, marginal

returns of producing these fiber attributes also declines
because fiber production is subject to available
biological and farming technologies.

The effect of

micronaire reading on cotton prices was expected to
increase, then decrease, as micronaire increases, since
excessive coarseness or fineness of cotton adversely
affects processing performance (Ethridge and Neeper,
1987).
Multiplicative price models were specified to
capture the price-quality relationships for cotton based
on the above conceptual reasoning.

An advantage of the

multiplicative model was that the interaction effects
between variables were also considered by the model.
The national average hedonic price model has the
same model structure as regional models.

However, the

national average model uses all the information combined
from the three regions.
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4.4 Parameter Interpretation
and Hypotheses
4.4.1 Parameter Interpretation
In Equation 4.2, B's are coefficients of regression
for all factors in the hedonic price equation with
respect to the population.

Each of these coefficients in

the model has economic meaning.

A mathematical

manipulation of Equation 4.2 shows that Bi,^ is:
dPr
B,

dPr ^ DGl
Pr
dDGl
P^
dDGl

= -I1£*J:5LL

^''^

= _li_

dDGl
dDGl
DGl

=

%AP^

"^r

(4.3)

%Aix;j
%AIX;J

That is, Bi^, measures percentage changes in FOB price as
DGl changes by a 1 percent in the textile mill market,
holding other factors constant.

Because percentage

measure is dimensionless, Bi^^ is a characteristic price
flexibility for the cleanness of fiber.

A comparison of

characteristic price flexibilities in the model ranks the
importance of impacts of fiber attributes on cotton
prices in the market.
Similar to Bi,,, Bj,^ measures a percentage change of
FOB prices associated with a 1% of change in the
whiteness of cotton at the national level,
paribus.

ceteris

The coefficients of regression in the model for

all other fiber attributes, in general, measure their
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impacts on cotton prices as these fiber attributes change
in terms of percentage, holding other factors constant.
Coefficients of indicator variables also have
economic interpretations.

B,,, measures, for example, the

price difference in percentage between fixed price and
call sales.

B,^, measures the difference in cotton prices

paid by merchants and domestic mills.

B^o^r captures the

divergence of cotton prices paid by foreign countries as
compared with domestic mills.

B^i^^ measures the

difference between FOB warehouse and FOB mill prices.
Bi2,r/ Bi3^^, and B^^^, measure the differences of the impacts
of crop years on cotton premiums and discounts in the
1993, 1994, and 1995 crops as compared with the 1992

crop, ceteris

paribus.

4.4.2 Hypothesis Formation
Since coefficients in the hedonic models measure the
impacts of fiber attributes on cotton prices, the
investigation on price-quality relationships for cotton
is actually a process of testing hypotheses.

The

proposition in question is to examine whether there is
statistical evidence for the parameter estimates in the
model.

Formation of statistical hypotheses is based on

logical economic reasoning.

According to the properties

of cotton quality attributes, alternative hypotheses to
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the null for each individual factor in both regional and
national average hedonic price models are summarized in
Table 4.2.

The test associated with fiber attributes is

one-tailed, while the test related to indicator variables
is two-tailed.
For individual regional models, comparisons of
hedonic prices across regions can also be formed as
hypotheses.

Alternative hypotheses to the null across

regions are summarized in Table 4.3.

The alternative

hypotheses across regions say that impacts of each factor
on cotton prices are different across regions.

4.4.3 Statistical Tests for
Interregional Comparisons
The hypotheses across regions can be statistically
tested for the three separated regional models.

The

first method for the interregional comparison test is a
modified Student's t test.

Given an alternative

hypothesis H.: Bi,„E ^ Bi,sc/ a modified Student's t value
can be obtained using the following formula:
t'

=

^U^'^i.sc

(4

4)

y]Var{b^^^-b^^sc)
where Var(bi,„E-bi,8c) is the variance for estimates of Bi^^^
and Bi,8c. The t' statistic follows a Student's t
distribution with degrees of freedom N-h+M-1 (Appendix
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Table 4.2 Alternative Hypotheses for Cotton
Hedonic Price Model Coefficients.
Variables

Hypotheses

DGl

Bi /

> 0

DG2
L

B^\
B3;,

> 0
> 0

S
M
MM
GP
cls
mch
exp
Im
Y93
Y94
Y95

B,,,
Bs,.
Be,,
B,,,
B,,,
B,',
B«,,
Bii ,
Bi,;,
Bi3 ,
B,,;.

>
>
<
>
^
vt
^
^
^
^
^

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

^r denotes West, South Central, South, and
national average, respectively.

Table 4.3 Alternative Hypotheses Across Regions
Comparison
WE
WE
SC
^i

Hypotheses

v s . SC
Bi,,„^ ^ Bi,sc
v s . SO
Bi^^ * Bi^so
v s . SO
Bi,sc ^ Bi,ao
indicates the ith variable.
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C).

If the alternative hypothesis is accepted (i.e., the

null hypothesis is rejected), the conclusion is that
there is a significant difference in hedonic prices for
fiber attribute i between the Western and South Central
regions.

The difference of the impacts for fiber

attribute i on cotton prices between the two regions can
be further calculated.
An alternative method for testing the hypothesis H.:
Bi,wE ^ Bi^sc/ is to compare the confidence interval of Bi,„
with the confidence interval of Bi^ac-

If the confidence

intervals of Bi,^ and Bi^sc overlap, there is no
statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis H^:
Bi,wE = Bi,8c«

The conclusion is that the hedonic price of

fiber attribute i in the Western region is not
significantly different from that in the South Central
region.

If the confidence intervals of Bi,„ and Bi^ac do

not overlap, on the other hand, there is statistical
evidence to reject the null hypothesis.

The conclusion

is that the hedonic price of fiber attribute i in the
West differs significantly from that in the South
Central.

The confidence interval comparison is valid

because both intervals are based on their own probability
distributions.
The reason for using two statistical methods is to
increase the confidence of the modified t test.
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The

modified Student's t test requires an assumption of
independence for the two parameters compared (Appendix
C).

If the distributions of the two parameters compared

are positively correlated, the test statistic will be
overstated.

However, the method of confidence interval

comparison test does not require the assumption.

The

confidence interval comparison provides further evidence
for the divergences of hedonic price relationships across
regions for cotton.

4.5 Procedures of Model Estimation
Hedonic price models of cotton for each individual
region and the nation were estimated.

For model

estimations. Equation 4.2 was transformed into an
additive equation by taking a natural logarithmic
transformation on both sides of the equation (except for
€,):

In(P^) =Bo,r ^ Bi^^ln(DGl) +B2^^1n(DG2) + B3^^1n(L)
+ BT rln{GP) + BQ rids)
+B9^(inci])
+ B,;^^(exp)
^B,;^,{lm)^B,2/AY93)
^ B,^^,(Y94) ^ B,,^,{Y95) ^ e;,

(4.5)

where B*o,r = ln(Bo,r) and e/ were lognormally distributed.
Equation 4.5 was estimated by OLS through the SAS
(Statistical Analysis System) computer program for the
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nation and each individual region, and then converted
back to its original form:

^l>,,,(Jaf)^^pji>,,, g*t,r(Ci«)*i»t,r(-Ci«)*i>10,r(««P)

(4.6)

e * l l . r ( i « ) •i»ia,r(»-') *i>X».r(M*) +l>i«,,(W5)
/

where b's were the estimates of parameter B's.
For each model, residuals were analyzed to diagnose
OLS assumptions and potential statistical problems.
Residual plots (i.e., residuals vs. predicted values,
residuals vs. each individual fiber attribute, normal
plot of residuals) were used to check for
heteroscedasticity, normality of residuals, and outliers
The variance inflation factor was used to check for
multicollinearity.
Based on residual diagnosis, remedies such as
variable transformation and outlier correction were
conducted with full justifications.

The addition or

elimination for variables was based on the following
rules.
(A) A variable was eliminated if the sign of
parameter estimate for the variable was still
contradictory to theoretical expectations after some
remedies (i.e., variable transformation and outlier
correction) were performed.
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(B) A variable was not retained unless the
regression coefficient of the variable was at least equal
or larger than its standard error in absolute value.

In

other words, all variables retained in the model have a
t-statistic equal to or larger than one.
(C) A variable was excluded if an addition of the
variable to the model changed the significance or
magnitude of parameter estimates for other variables in
the model.
A further analysis on residuals was also conducted
for the final models to ensure that OLS assumptions were
met.

Residuals of final models revealed no evidence of

violation for the assumptions required by OLS. The
variance inflation factor provided no evidence for
collinearity among variables for the regional and
national average models.
It may be noted that fiber strength had irrational
signs in the South Central, Southern, and national
average models.

Unexpected signs for strength in the

three models may be attributed to the collinearity
between strength and other fiber attributes.

The

variance inflation factors, however, revealed little
evidence of collinearity for both the regional and
national average models.

Still, examination of simple

correlation coefficients showed that strength was
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significantly correlated with all other fiber attributes.
This occurs not because of inherent correlation of fiber
characteristics, but because of the way contracts are
specified.
Principal component analysis was used to reduce the
four variables—trash content, color, staple, and
strength to two indexes in order to explore an
alternative way to model the price-quality relationships
for cotton.

However, there were no meaningful

interpretations for the coefficients of the two indexes
in the models.

The models with the indexes derived from

the principal component approach were abandoned.

4.6 Interpretation of Models
Model estimates were interpreted from several
aspects: coefficient estimates (characteristic price
flexibilities), fiber premiums and discounts, and
marginal implicit prices. All three measurements explain
the price-quality relationships for cotton from different
perspectives.

4.6.1 Characteristic Price

FlexJlbilitir^g
Coefficient estimates of independent variables
(i.e., fiber attributes) in the models are characteristic
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price flexibilities (Equation 4.3). Since characteristic
price flexibilities were expressed in percentages, a
comparison of coefficient estimates in the model measures
how responsive the cotton price is to the change of fiber
attribute.

Because the micronaire was specified as a

quadratic form, the characteristic price flexibility for
micronaire reading is not a constant.

4.6.2 Fiber Premiums and/or Discounts
Fiber premiums and discounts are alternative
measures for the price-quality relationships for cotton.
Premiums and discounts associated with fiber attributes
are often expressed and described by a "Premium and
Discount Table."

In the table, the premium and/or

discount measure how many points/lb. (100 points = 1
cent) each unit of the fiber attribute was paid or
received in the market as compared with an estimated base
price (base price is the price for grade 41, staple 34,
micronaire 4.2, strength 24.5, and the mean of GP,).

For

example, staple premiums and discounts for region r could
be calculated using the following formula:
P/D^^,, = 100*(l>o,^(9-4)**"(8-l)**"(LJ*'"(24.5)*«"
g*io,r(««P)^xi,r(i«) *l»ia.r'(W5) *b^^^{194) *b^^^,(I95)

-BP^) ,
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where:
P/^L.r =

estimated premiums and/or discounts for
staple L;

GPr,.

=

the mean of GP in region r during the
study period, and

BP,

= base price.

P/Di.,r changes as L, changes.

The changes of P/Di.,,

associated with L, constitute the premium and discount
schedule for staple.
A fiber premium and/or discount table includes three
parts: premiums and discounts of grade and staple, a
discount schedule of micronaire readings, and a discount
schedule for fiber strength.

The first part of the table

illustrates premiums and discounts for each level of
trash, color, and staple as compared with the estimated
base price.

Not all grade combinations are shown in the

table due to limited space.

Grade combinations shown in

the table were those used most commonly in the market.
The format of the table and the way fiber premiums and
discounts are presented are consistent with government
official reports and widely accepted by the cotton
industry.

The second part of the table measures the

discounts for micronaire readings from the estimated base
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price.

The last part of the table shows the premiums and

discounts for strength from the estimated base price.

4.6.3 Marginal Implicit Prices

A third indicator for price-quality relationships is
marginal implicit price (C/lb.), which measures the
change of cotton price as a fiber attribute changes by
one unit, holding other factors constant.

A marginal

implicit price was derived by taking a partial derivative
of the estimated hedonic price equation with respect to
the specific fiber attribute.

Since the hedonic price

equations were specified in multiplicative forms,
marginal implicit prices associated fiber attributes are
functions, not constants.

Marginal implicit prices were

calculated with FOB prices held at their means. To
facilitate the presentation, three levels of each fiber
attribute were chosen to estimate the marginal implicit
prices of fiber attributes.
Marginal implicit prices and fiber premiums and/or
discounts are different measures, although both are
expressed in monetary values (i.e., <:/lb.).

Premiums

and/or discounts for a fiber attribute are the estimated
difference at each level of the fiber attribute deviated
from its base level, while marginal implicit prices
reflect the marginal changes of market value for the
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fiber attribute at each individual level of the fiber
attribute.

4.6.4 Comparisons Across Regions
The similarities and differences in fiber premiums
and/or discounts across markets were examined by both
statistical and graphic methods.

Statistical comparisons

were based on the parameter estimates and statistical
methods developed in Section 4.4.3.

Graphic comparisons

were based on the results generated by the same formula
for the premium and discount table.

The two approaches

brought characteristic price flexibilities and the
premiums and/or discounts of each single fiber attribute
together from all three regions.

While quantitative

hypothesis tests provided statistical interpretations for
patterns of characteristic price flexibilities across
regions, graphic comparison and contrast provided visual
interpretations for patterns of fiber premiums and/or
discounts.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS

Hedonic price models were estimated for the U.S. as
a whole (assuming no regional differences in pricing
structure) and for three individual U.S. cotton regions.
The models delineated not only a general picture of
cotton pricing structures (i.e., national average), but
also detailed pictures of cotton pricing structures for
individual regions during the 1992-1995 period.

The

presentation of findings in this chapter is organized by
geographic regions.

The results for the U.S. as a whole

are discussed first, followed by the findings associated
with regions.

Interregional comparisons for price-

quality relationships across regions are presented in
section 3.

The chapter is summarized in the last

section.

5.1 Cotton Price-Ouality Relationships
at the National Level
Estimates for the national average hedonic price
model are summarized in Table 5.1.

Estimated coefficient

were rational and statistically significant for all
factors except strength.

The model explained about 70%

of textile mill price variability for cotton during the
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Table 5.1 Hedonic Price Model Estimates for Cotton
Fiber Attributes at the National Level.
Independent
Variables
In(intercept)
DGl
DG2
L
M
MM
GP
cls
mch
exp
Im
Y93
Y94
Y95
R-Squared
No. Observations

Coefficient
Estimates

t-ratio

Variance
Inflation

-1.760*
0.125*
0.137*
0.689*
0.320*
-0.038*
0.562*
0.024*
-0.020*
-0.013*
0.054*
0.003
0.029*
-0.036*

-12.377
16.327
9.225
16.554
10.114
-9.905
49.424
9.595
-4.089
-3.604
15.278
1.177
6.602
-4.160

0.000
1.656
1.500
2.184
131.458
132.428
3.344
1.237
1.349
2.148
2.458
1.360
2.870
2.229

0.700
5288

"*" indicates significance at 1% level. One-tailed tests
on scalar variables and two-tailed tests on indicator
variables.
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study period.

Estimated variance inflation factors

reveal no evidence of multicollinearity for all variables
except micronaire in the model^. High collinearities of
micronaire and micronaire squared are expected because
the two variables have a directly multiplicative
relationship.

Parameter estimates in this model measure

the impacts of each factor identified on cotton prices at
the national average in the U.S. textile market.

5.1.1 Fiber Attributes

5.1.1.1 Trash Content.

The estimated coefficient

for fiber cleanness (DGl) was positive and significant at
the 1% level of probability.

The textile mill industry

as a whole paid the market 0.13% on average more as
cotton was 1% cleaner (Table 5.1) during the study
period, ceteris

paribus.

Premiums and discounts for trash content at the
national average are shown in Table 5.2. As the trash
content increased, the discounts for trash content
increased at an increasing rate.

During the study

period, cotton with trash grade 3 (i.e., Gl=3) averaged
1.49 C/lb. (or 149 points/lb.) more than cotton with the

^Conventionally, variance inflation factors below 10
suggest no collinearity in the model (Neter et al.,
1989).
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Table 5.2 Estimated Cotton Prices (C/lb.) and Fiber
Premiims and Discounts (points/lb.) at
the National Level.
Conposite Grades
flt^ani A
O WOl^

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

11

21

30

31

-471
-323
-177
-33
110
252
392
531
669
806
941

-570
-425
-281
-139
1
141
279
415
551
685
818

-575
-431
-287
-145
-5
135
272
409
544
679
812

-683
•541
-400
-260
•122
14
149
284
417
548
679

40

41

50

-709 -814
-567 -675
-427 -537
•288 -401
•151 -266
-15 -132
120 65.01
254
131
386
261
517
390
647
518

-868
-730
-593
-459
-325
•193
•62
68
197
325
451

51

60

61

70

71

12

-970 -1066 -1165 -1334 -1428
-835 -933 -1034 -1208 -1304
-701 -802 -905 -1083 -1181
-568 -671 -777 -959 -1059
•437 -543 -651 -836 -939
•307 -415 -525 -715 -820
-178 -288 -401 -595 -702
-51 -163 -278 -476 -585
75
-39 -156 -358 -469
201
84
-35 -241 -354
325
206
84 -125 -240

-597
-452
-309
-168
-28
111
248
384
519
653
786

C(»posite Orades
O ^ AV^

ocapAo

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

22

32

-694
-552
-412
-272
-135
2
137
271
403
535
665

-805
-665
-527
-391
-256
-122
10
142
272
401
529

42

62

23

-933 -1086 -1276
-797 -953 -1149
-662 -822 -1022
-528 -692 -897
-396 -564 -773
-266 -437 -650
-136 -311 •529
-8 -186 -408
120
-62 -289
246
61 -171
-53
371
182

•838
-699
-562
-426
-292
-159
-27
103
233
361
488

52

Nllce Differences- -Polnts/lb.
Mike Ranges

26 & Below
27- 29
30- 32
33- 34
35- 49
50- 52
53 & Above

Discount

•597
•461
-341
172
-0
•203
•299

33

43

53

63

34

44

54

-945 -1070 -1219 -1405 -1113 -1234 -1378
-809 -937 -1090 -1281 -981 -1105 -1253
-675 -806 -962 -1157 -851 -978 -1129
-542 -676 -836 -1035 -722 -851 -1006
-410 -547 -710 -915 -594 -727 •885
-280 -420 -586 -795 -467 -603 •765
-150 -293 •464 -676 -342 -480 •645
-22 •168 -342 -559 -218 -359 •527
-94 •238 -410
105
-44 -221 -442
230
79 -101 -327
28 -119 -294
355
17 -212
149
-1 -179
201
Strength Differences•-Points/lb.
Strength Discoiint

Strength

18 k Below
19
20
21
22
23
24 k 25

26
27
28
29
30
31 k Above

-

I^remiiui
_
-

•

Note: type of sale—average of fixed and call prices;
type of buyer—domestic mills; location—mill; and
crop year—average of 1992-1995 crops.
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base trash grade (i.e., Gl=4), holding other factors at
their bases (color 1, staple 34, strength 24.5,
micronaire 4.2, GP average).

Cotton with trash grade 5

averaged 1.78 C/lb. cheaper than cotton with the base
trash.

The pattern of trash premiums and discounts is

due to the fact that high trash cotton often produces low
quality products and/or causes higher textile production
cost, ceteris

paribus.

This follows because more trash

in the cotton results in more processing waste, dust, and
machinery wear for textile mill producers.
The estimated marginal implicit prices for the
cleanness of fiber declined as cotton fiber became
cleaner.

The marginal return for cleanness of fiber was

about 2.65 C/lb. at trash grade 6, 1.59 C/lb. at trash
grade 4, and 1.14 C/lb. at trash grade 2, ceteris

paribus

(Table 5.3). Conversely, this pattern also suggests that
the marginal discount for trash content increased as the
level of foreign material in the cotton increased.
5.1.1.2 Color.

The estimated price flexibility for

the whiteness of fiber (DG2) was rational and significant
at the 1% level of probability.

Cotton averaged 0.14%

more expensive in the textile mill market as the
whiteness of fiber increased by 1%, holding other factors
constant•
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Color premiums and discounts are shown in Table 5.2.
As compared with the base color (i.e., G2=l), color grade
2 averaged 1.36 C/lb. cheaper, while color grade 0
averaged 1.20 C/lb. more expensive, holding other fiber
attributes at their bases.

The reason why textile mills

paid premiums for whiter cotton (G2=0) is because whiter
cotton usually has lower costs (in dyeing and bleaching)
and produces higher quality products, other factors
constant.
Estimated marginal implicit price declined as
whiteness increased for cotton (Table 5.3). This also
implies that the marginal discount for the yellowness of
fiber increased as the degree of yellowness increased for
cotton.
5.1.1.3 Staple.

The estimated price flexibility for

staple length (L) was 0.69 and statistically significant
at the 99% confidence level.

The coefficient estimate of

staple was larger than other coefficients in the model
(Table 5.1), indicating that staple length has more
impact on price than any of other quality attributes.

As

staple length increased by 1%, textile mill manufacturers
on average paid the market 0.69% more, ceteris

paribus.

The large price responsiveness of cotton in the textile
mill market to staple may be explained by the importance
of fiber length in affecting the quality of fiber textile
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mill products.

This occurs because yarn and fabric

fineness and strength, and nep formation are highly
correlated with the staple length during processing,
holding other factors constant (Starbird et al., 1987).
In general, textile mill manufacturers rewarded
longer staple cotton and discounted shorter staple
cotton.

Staple 36 brought 2.61 C/lb. more than the base

staple (i.e., staple 34), while staple 32 was 2.66 C/lb.
cheaper than the base staple, holding other fiber
attributes at their bases.
Estimated marginal implicit prices for staple
behaved similarly as the marginal implicit prices for
cleanness and whiteness of fiber.

Marginal returns of

staple declined as staple got longer.

For example, a one

32nd inch of increase in staple on average brought 1.37
C/lb. to sellers at staple 32, while a one 32nd inch of
increase could only bring 1.22 C/lb. at staple 36.,
holding other factors constant (Table 5.3).
5.1.1.4 Micronaire.

The estimated coefficients of

micronaire reading (M) were rational and significant.
Cotton was discounted as the micronaire reading deviated
from the conventional optimal range of 3.5 to 4.9.

This

happens because cotton with low micronaire levels (below
3.5) is assumed to be immature.

Conversely, cotton with

high micronaire levels (above 4.9) is assumed to be
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coarse (i.e., overmature).

Both immature and coarse

fiber reduce the strength of yarn and fabric and the
appearances of finished products.

Overall, immature

cotton was discounted more heavily than coarse cotton
(Table 5.2). For example, cotton with a micronaire above
5.3 averaged 2.99 C/lb. cheaper than the cotton with the
base micronaire (4.2), while cotton with a micronaire
below 2.6 averaged 5.97 C/lb. cheaper than the cotton
with the base micronaire, ceteris

paribus.

The estimated marginal implicit price for micronaire
indicates that cotton with micronaire 4.2 was most
desirable for the textile mill industry (set dP/dM = 0
and solve for M) (Table 5.3). Marginal implicit prices
of micronaire increased at a decreasing rate as the
micronaire got higher for low micronaire cotton, but
decreased at an increasing rate for high micronaire
cotton.

For example, the marginal implicit price was

4.82 O/lb. for micronaire 3.2, but the marginal discount
was about 5.00 C/lb. for micronaire 5.2.

5.1.2 Nonfiber Factors
5.1.2.1 General Price Level of Cotton.

The

estimated coefficient of general market price level (GP)
through time was positive and significant at 1% level of
probability.

In general, cotton price in the textile
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mill market is responsive to the movement of base price
level in the reported daily spot cotton market, but it
does not move in a 1:1 proportion with the spot
quotations.

Cotton prices paid by textile mills on

average changed by 0.56% as the general price level of
cotton as reported in the daily spot market changed by
1%, other factors constant.

This may be attributed to

the fact that GP reported by U.S. Department of
Agriculture is a mixture of different prices (i.e.,
producer, merchant-to-merchant, and mill prices).

This

may also suggest that the price reported in the daily
spot cotton quotations is not a highly accurate indicator
of market situation for U.S. cotton.
5.1.2.2 Type of Sale.

Results (Table 5.1) show that

a sale with call price (cls) averaged a 0.024% higher
price than a sale with a fixed price during the study
period.

The price difference between call and fixed

sales was probably due to the fact that call sales bear
more marketing costs or risk than fixed sales to sellers
in the market.
5.1.2.3 Type of Buyer.

Type of buyer reflects sales

channels for the physical flow of cotton.

The estimated

coefficients of merchant (mch) and export (exp) sales
were negative and significantly different from zero at
the 1% level of probability.

Merchants paid on average
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0.02% less, and foreign buyers paid 0.01% less than
domestic mills.

The negative sign for the coefficient of

merchant sales may be attributed to the lower marketing
costs involved since the cotton does not include delivery
costs.

The negative sign of the coefficient for export

sales—the price of export sales averaged lower than the
price of sales to domestic mills—may be explained by the
existence of export subsidy programs in the U.S. over the
study periods.

Also, export sales do not include

delivery costs.
5.1.2.4 Location.

The coefficient estimate of

cotton location at mills (Im) was positive and highly
significant.

FOB mill price was higher than FOB

warehouse price because extra marketing transaction
costs, such as transportation and insurance, were
involved.

On average, the textile mill industry as a

whole paid the market 0.05% more at the mill than at the
warehouse for U.S. cotton during the study period (Table
5.1).
5.1.2.5 Crop Year.

Crop year dummy variables were

designed to capture the changes in the premium and/or
discount structure through time.

(The general price

level in the textile mill market is accounted for by the
variable GP.)

Since there was only a small proportion of

data for the 1995 crop, the estimated coefficient of Y95
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was not considered as reliable as those of other crop
year indicator variables.

Results (Table 5.1) show that

the 1994 crop (Y94) on average had larger
premiums/discounts than the 1992 crop, but the
premiums/discounts for the 1993 crop (Y93) was not
significant different than those in the 1992 crop.

That

is, buyers were more discriminating with respect to
quality in 1994 (Y94) than in 1992.

5.2 CQttop Prigg-Qu^ljlty R^X^t^iopghips
tQV inaiviau^x RegJQng
Hedonic price relationships for cotton at the
national level provide a picture for the textile mill
pricing structure on the average, implicitly assuming
that there are no regional differences.

The following

sections explore cotton price-quality relationships in
each individual region.

The presentation is still

organized by geographic region, but the impacts of fiber
attributes on cotton prices are discussed first, followed
by the impacts of nonfiber factors.

5.2.1 Western Region
The estimated hedonic price model for Western region
is summarized in Table 5.4.

The coefficient estimates

were consistent with theoretical expectations and
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Table 5.4 Hedonic Price Model Estimates for Cotton
Fiber Attributes for the Western Region.
Independent
Variables
ln(i.ntercept)
DGl
DG2
L
S
M
MM
GP
cls
mch
exp
Im
Y93
Y94
Y95
R-Squared
No. Observations

Coefficient
Estimates

t-ratio

Variance
Inflation

-3.784*
0.124*
0.121*
1.095*
0.065*=
0.576*
-0.072*
0.541*
0.023*
0.023*
-0.009
0.083*
0.028*
0.027*
-0.073*

-10.370
6.989
3.291
10.062
1.531
5.461
-5.439
22.462
4.279
1.428
-1.179
10.687
4.222
2.760
-4.116

0.000
1.513
1.269
1.792
1.386
272.919
285.240
6.368
1.156
1.090
1.271
2.934
1.752
3.791
6.193

0.861
749

"*" indicates significance at 1% level and "*=" indicates
significance at 10% level. One-tailed tests on scalar
variables and two-tailed tests on indicator variables.
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statistically significant for all variables except sales
to merchants and exports (i.e., type of buyer).

The

model explained 86% of price variation for Western cotton
during the study period.

Similar to the national average

model, estimated variance inflation factors show no
evidence of collinearity.

However, the model resulted in

over 2,000 observations being lost because fiber strength
was not specified in more than half of the contracts.
5.2.1.1 Price Flexibilities.

Results (Table 5.4)

show that cotton prices were determined by fiber
attributes in the Western region.

Price flexibility for

the cleanness of fiber was 0.12, nearly identical to that
of the national average model.

This suggests that the

textile mill industry paid on average 0.12% more as the
cotton was 1% cleaner, holding other factors constant.
Estimated price flexibility for the whiteness of fiber
was also close to that at the national level (0.12 vs.
0.14).

As fiber whiteness increased by 1%, the industry

paid on average about 0.12% more for Western cotton,

ceteris

paribus.

As compared with the impacts of other factors in the
model, the impact of staple on cotton price was
substantially larger.

Textile mills paid on average

1.10% more as staple length increased by 1%, holding
other factors constant.

Price flexibility for staple was
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greater for the West than for the U.S. as a whole.

The

large responsiveness of cotton price to staple length in
the West suggests that the textile industry especially
differentiates Western cotton by staple length.
While the price flexibility of fiber strength for
Western cotton was positive and significantly larger than
zero at the 12% level of probability, the size of the
coefficient estimate was small (0.07) as compared with
the coefficient estimates of other fiber attributes in
the model.

Additionally, when the Western region was

combined with other regions, the effect of strength
disappeared in the national average model.

The estimated

coefficients for both micronaire and micronaire squared
were rational and statistically significant.

Cotton with

micronaire 4.0 was most desirable for the West for the
study period.
5.2.1.2 Premiums and Discounts.

Estimated premiums

and discounts of fiber attributes for Western cotton are
summarized in Table 5.5.

As foreign materials increased

in Western cotton, trash discounts increased at an
increasing rate.

For example, the textile mill industry

paid on average about 1.75 C/lb. less for cotton with
trash grade 5 than cotton with base trash grade (Gl=4)
during the study period, while the industry paid 1.46
C/lb. more for cotton with trash grade 3.
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Cotton with

Table 5.5 Estimated Cotton Prices (C/lb.) and Fiber
Premiums and Discounts (points/lb.) for
the Western Region.
Conposite Orades

Staple
11

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

21

-911 -1001
-697
-790
-482
-579
•266
-367
-50 -154
167
59
384
273
602
487
821
702
1040
918
1260 1134

30

31

40

41

50

51

60

61

70

-1017 -1103 -1137 -1221 -1281 -1362 -1460 ••1539
-807 •896 -932 -1019 -1081 •1166 -1268 ••1349
-597 -689
-726 -817 -881 -969 -1074 •1159
-385
-481 -520 -613 -680 -771 -881 -968
-173
-273
-313 -410 -479 -573 -686 -777
39
-63 -105 -205 -277 -374 -491 -585
252
146
104 63.75
-74 -175 -296 -393
466
357
313
206
129
25
•99 •200
680
568
522
412
333
226
97
-6
895
779
732
619
537
427
294
188
1111
991
943
826
742
629
492
382

-1702
-1519
-1335
-1151
-966
-781
-595
-408
-221
-34
154

71

12

-1777 -1011
-1597 -801
-1416 -590
-1234 -379
-1053 -167
-870
46
-687
260
-504
474
•320
688
-135
903
50 1119

Cosiposite Grades
8tapi'>
22

32

28 -1100 -1200
29 -893 -997
30 -686
-794
31 -478
-590
32 -269
-385
33
-60 -180
34
150
26
35
361
233
36
572
440
37
783
647
38
995
855

42

52

62

23

33

43

53

63

34

44

54

-1316 -1455 -1628 -1215 -1313 -1426 -1562 ••1731 -1447 -1558 -1690
-1118 -1262 -1442 -1012 -1114 -1232 -1373 ••1549 -1254 -1369 -1506
-919 -1069 -1255 -810 -915 -1038- -1184 ••1367 -1060 -1180 -1322
-720 -875 -1068 -606 -716 -843 -994 ••1184 -866 -990 -1137
-519
-680 -880 -402 -515 -647 -804 ••1000 -671 -799 •952
-319
-485 -692 -197 -315 -451 -613 -816 -476 -608 -766
-117 -289
-503
8 -113 •254 -421 -631 •280 -416 •580
84
-93 -314
214
89
-56 -229 -446
-83 -224 -393
287
104 -124
291
114
421
142
-37 -260
-31 -205
490
302
67
494
-17
628
340
156
312
162
-73
693
500
258
698
356
171
835
539
350
113
510

Mike Differences-•-Points/lb.

Strength Differences--Points/lb.

Mike Ranges

Discount

Strength Discount

Strength

26 k Below
27- 29
30- 32
33- 34
35- 49
50- 52
53 k Above

-807
•596
-412
-163
-0
-528
-729

18 6 Below
19
20
21
22
23
24 k 25

26
27
28
29
30
31 k Above

-127
-105
-84
-64
-45
-26
-0

£Premium

25
41
56
71
85
99

Note: type of sale—average of fixed and call prices;
type of buyer—domestic mills; location—mill; and
crop year—average of 1992-1995 crops.
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color grade 2 averaged 1.17 C/lb. cheaper than cotton
with base color, holding other fiber attributes at their
bases.

However, cotton with color grade 0 was 1.04 0/lb.

more expensive than the cotton with the base color.
Discounts for short staple cotton were larger, while
the premiums for longer staple cotton were also larger in
the West compared to the national average.

For instance,

the textile mill industry paid about 8.26 C/lb. premium
for staple 38 as compared with the base staple (staple
34) for the West, while the industry paid 5.18 C/lb.
premium for the same quality at the national average.
However, the discounts were 12.21 C/lb. for staple 28 as
compared with the base staple for the West, while the
discounts were only 8.14 C/lb. for the same quality at
the national level.
Low strength cotton was discounted more heavily than
high strength cotton was rewarded.

Strength premium for

fiber strength 31 was about 1.00 0/lb., while strength
discount for fiber strength 19 was 1.05 C/lb. (Table
5.5), holding other fiber attributes at their bases. Low
micronaire cotton was discounted more heavily than high
micronaire cotton.

Also, Western cotton was discounted

more heavily than the national average in both high and
low micronaire ranges.
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5.2.1.3 Marginal Implicit Prices.

The estimated

marginal implicit prices of fiber attributes are
summarized in Table 5.3 for Western cotton.

For fiber

cleanness of Western cotton, the marginal implicit prices
were identical to the national average.

As trash grade

decreased, the marginal returns for trash content also
declined, ceteris

paribus.

While marginal implicit price

for the whiteness of fiber declined as did the national
average, the implicit prices were lower for the West than
the national average.
The marginal implicit prices of staple were on
average much higher than those at the national average.
The pattern of declining marginal implicit prices for
staple also existed for the Western region.

While the

pattern of declining marginal implicit prices was present
for strength, the change in estimated marginal implicit
prices was relatively small.

It may be noted that more

than half of the contracts in the West had no strength
specifications.

This may suggest that textile mill

manufacturers might use other fiber attributes as proxies
for strength for Western cotton.

Estimated marginal

premiums and discounts for micronaire reading were larger
in the West than at the national level.
5.2.1.4 Nonfiber Factors.

Similar to that at the

national average, the estimated coefficient of the
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general price level in the daily cotton spot market was
positive and significant (Table 5.4). As the general
price level of the reported daily spot cotton market
changed by 1%, the price of Western cotton in the textile
mill market changed on average by 0.54%.

Call sales on

average brought sellers 0.02% higher prices than fixed
sales.

While sales to foreign countries were not

significantly different from domestic mills in terms of
prices, merchants paid a slightly higher price, holding
other factors constant.

The reasons for the price

difference associated with merchants are not clear.

For

cotton location, the price at mills was significantly
higher than that at Western warehouse.

On average,

textile mills paid 0.08% more at mills than at the
warehouse for Western cotton, which is greater than the
national average.

The 1993 and 1994 crops on average had

larger premiums and/or discounts than the 1992 crop in
the West.

Western cotton brought larger premiums and/or

discounts than for the U.S. as a whole in 1993, but about
the same in 1994.

5.2.2 South Central Region
All information on the South Central region used in
the study was from textile mills.

Two indicator

variables, type of buyer and location, were therefore not
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available for the South Central region.

In the model

estimation, fiber strength had an opposite sign to
theoretical expectations.

Based on the rules of variable

selection, fiber strength was excluded from the model.
There was no multicollinearity in the model based on the
estimated variance inflation factors.

The model

explained 81% of price variation for Southern cotton
during the study period (Table 5.6). All variables
remaining were consistent with theoretical expectations
and were statistically significant.
5.2.2.1 Price Flexibilities.

Estimated price

flexibilities of fiber attributes for South Central
cotton are summarized in Table 5.6.

Textile mill

manufacturers paid 0.17% more as cotton fiber was 1%
cleaner, ceteris

paribus.

The textile mill market was

very responsive to changes in fiber whiteness.

As fiber

whiteness increased 1%, the textile mill industry paid
0.24% more for South Central cotton, holding other
factors constant.

The impacts of both fiber cleanness

and whiteness on cotton price were higher for the South
Central region than for the national average.
While price flexibility for staple was statistically
different from zero for South Central cotton, it was much
smaller than that at the national level (0.18 vs. 0.69).
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Table 5.6 Hedonic Price Model Estimates for Cotton
Fiber Attributes for the South Central
Region.
Independent
Variables
In(intercept)
DGl
DG2
L
M
MM
GP
cls
Y93
Y94
Y95
R-Squared
No. Observations

Coefficient
Estimates

t-ratio

Variance
Inflation

-0.863**
0.174*
0.240*
0.181**
0.388*
-0.054*
0.719*
0.058*
-0.013*
-0.010
-0.086*

-2.278
13.192
9.550
1.878
3.636
-3.979
37.521
12.369
-2.578
-1.178
-4.471

0.000
1.415
2.223
1.930
223.282
223.349
2.265
1.200
1.582
2.698
1.566

0.808
923

"*" indicates significance at 1% level and "**" indicates
significance at 5% level. One-tailed tests on scalar
variables and two-tailed tests on indicator variables.
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Both the linear and quadratic micronaire coefficients
were significant, but the optimal micronaire was at the
low end of the conventional 3.5-4.9 range (about 3.55).
5.2.2.2 Premiums and Discounts.

Estimated fiber

premiums and discounts for South Central cotton are
summarized in Table 5.7.

As compared with the national

average, trash premium and discount were larger for the
South Central region.

For example, trash grade 2 brought

3.80 O/lb. more than the base trash grade in the South
Central region, and only 2.79 C/lb. at the national
average.

However, trash grade 6 brought 5.36 C/lb.

penalty in the South Central, and only 2.88/lb. at the
national average.

For fiber color. South Central cotton

was heavily discounted during the study period.

Cotton

with color grade 0 was 2.05 C/lb. more expensive than the
cotton with base color, holding other fiber attributes at
their bases.

However, cotton with color 2 averaged 2.29

C/lb. cheaper than the cotton with base color.

As color

code reached 4, the market discounted South Central
cotton by 7.91 C/lb.
Estimated staple premium and discount were
relatively small.

Staple 36 could only bring 0.66 C/lb.

premium as compared with the base staple for South
Central cotton.

On the other hand, staple 31 was

discounted 1.04 C/lb. in comparison with the base staple.
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Table 5.7 Estimated Cotton Prices (C/lb.) and Fiber
Premiums and Discounts (points/lb.) for
the South Central Region.
Composite Orades
fl^jin
DWtt^A^

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

11

21

30

31

424
463
500
537
573
608

269
307
344
380
415
450

304
342
379
415
450
485

•
95
132
168
203
237
271

-

-

-

-

40

41

50

51

60

61

.
97 -104
134
•69
170
-34
205 62.89
239
33
273
66

-147
-111
-77
-43
-10
22

.
-340
-306
-273
•240
-208
-177

.
-447
•413
-381
-349
•317
•287

-632
-599
-567
-536
-506
-476

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

53

63

34

44

54

•802 •1071
•771 -1041
-740 -1011
-710 -983
•680 -955
-652 -928
-

-708
-676
-644
-614
-584
-554
-

-882
-851
-821
-791
-762
-734
-

-1089
-1059
-1030
-1001
-973
-946
-

-

-

70

71

12

•
.
-846 -1018
-815 -987
-784 -958
-754 -929
-725 -901
-696 -873

.
180
217
254
289
324
358

Composite Orades
O^MT^

ocapXV

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

22

32

42

52

62

23

33

43

.
31
67
103
138
171
205
-

.
-137
-101
-67
-33
0
32
-

-329
-295
-261
-229
-197
-166
-

-557
-524
-491
-460
-429
-399
-

-837
-806
-775
-745
-716
-687
-

-240
-205
-171
-138
-105
-74
-

-400
-366
-333
-301
-269
-239
-

-585
-552
-520
-488
-458
-428
-

Mike Differences --Points/lb.
Mike Ranges
26 k Below
27- 29
30- 32
33- 34
35- 49
50- 52
53 k Above

Discoimt

-200
•82
11
110
0
•619
•813

-279
-171
-86
0
-124
-732
-921

Strength Differences - -Points/lb.
Strength Discount

Strength

18 6 Below
19
20
21
22
23
24 k 25

26
27
28
29
30
31 k Above

-

I>remium
_
-

Note: type of sale—average of fixed and call prices;
type of buyer—domestic mills; location—mill; and
crop year—average of 1992-1995 crops.
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Two schedules of micronaire discounts with different
base micronaire readings were calculated for South
Central cotton since the optimal micronaire was at the
low end of the conventional micronaire range (3.5-4.9)
(Table 5.7). Overall, high micronaire cotton was more
heavily discounted for the South Central region than the
national average.
5.2.2.3 Marginal Implicit Prices.

Estimated

marginal implicit prices for South Central cotton are
presented in Table 5.3.

Overall, all fiber attributes

except micronaire behaved similarly in terms of marginal
implicit prices—the marginal return for each additional
unit of change of fiber attributes was positive and
declined at an increasing rate as these fibers got better
in quality.

For micronaire the marginal premium (i.e.,

positive marginal implicit price) decreased at an
increasing rate as the average micronaire increased from
low micronaire levels to the optimal micronaire.
However, the marginal discount (i.e., negative marginal
implicit price) also increased at an increasing rate as
micronaire deviated from its optimal value at high
micronaire levels.
As compared with the national average, both fiber
cleanness and whiteness had larger marginal implicit
prices in the South Central region during the study
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period.

Staple length brought smaller marginal premium

(ranged 0.35 C/lb. to 0.31 C/lb.) for the South Central
region than for the national average.

Marginal discount

for the high micronaire was much larger than the marginal
premium for the low micronaire for South Central cotton.
For example, the marginal implicit price for a unit
change of micronaire was 2.57 C/lb. for cotton with
micronaire 3.2, while the marginal discount was 10.71
C/lb. for the cotton with a 5.2 micronaire (Table 5.3),

ceteris paribus.
5.2.2.4 Nonfiber Factors.

The general price level

of cotton in the daily spot market played a significant
role in determining cotton price in the South Central
region.
sellers.

Call sale on average brought higher price for
The 1993 and 1995 cotton crops on average

brought lower premiums and/or discounts than the 1992
crop.

5.2.3 Southern Region
The estimated hedonic price model for Southern
cotton is summarized in Table 5.8.

The model explained

64% of price variability as measured by the coefficient
of determination.

Fiber strength was excluded from model

estimation since the parameter estimate of strength was
contradictory to theoretical expectations.
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The indicator

Table 5.8 Hedonic Price Model Estimates for Cotton
Fiber Attributes for the Southern Region.
Independent
Variables
ln(i ntercept)
DGl
DG2
L
M
MM
GP
cls
mch
exp
Im
Y93
Y95
R-Squared
No. Observations

Coefficient
Estimates

t-ratio

Variance
Inflation

-0.890**
0.159*
0.190*
0.232*=
0.363*
-0.043*
0.678*
0.080*
-0.036**
-0.123*
0.028*
-0.018*
-0.071*

-1.926
6.151
4.575
1.581
5.120
-5.130
40.423
12.987
-2.231
-6.815
5.016
-3.365
-6.473

0.000
1.449
1.529
1.542
103.498
104.187
1.526
1.089
1.078
1.088
1.264
1.141
1.433

0.637
1495

"•" indicates significance at 1% level, "**" indicates
significance at 5% level, and "**" indicates significance
at 10% level. One-tailed tests on scalar variables and
two-tailed tests on indicator variables.
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variable for 1994 crop was also excluded because it did
not meet the criterion of variable selection (i.e., t >
1).

All remaining variables in the model were

statistically significant in the Southern region.
Estimated variance inflation factors provide no evidence
for collinearity in the model.
5.2.3.1 Price Flexibilities.

Estimated price

flexibilities for all fiber attributes are summarized in
Table 5.8 for Southern cotton.

The impact of fiber

cleanness on cotton price was smaller than those of other
fiber attributes in terms of price flexibility in the
model.

As cotton was 1% cleaner, the textile mill

industry paid on average about 0.16% more,
paribus.

ceteris

For the whiteness of fiber the industry paid on

average 0.19% more for a 1% increase in cotton whiteness,
holding other factors constant.
Although the impact of staple length on cotton price
was larger than fiber cleanness and whiteness, it is
smaller in the South than the national average.

In the

same fashion as that at the national level, micronaire
significantly affected cotton price in the Southern
region.
5.2.3.2 Premiums and Discounts.

Estimated premiums

and discounts of all fiber attributes for Southern cotton
are summarized in Table 5.9.

High trash cotton was more
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Table 5.9 Estimated Cotton Prices (<:/lb.) and Fiber
Premiums and Discounts (points/lb.) for
the Southern Region.
Composite Grades
fit-An

O W^W^k^

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

11

21

.

^

354
404
453
501
548
594
-

211
260
308
355
401
446
•
-

30

31

•
216
265
314
361
406
451
-

49
97
144
190
235
279
-

41

50

51

60

61

70

71

12

25 -137
73
-90
120
-45
166 64.42
210
44
254
86
-

.
-201
-154
-109
-65
-22
20
-

.
-357
-312
-268
-225
-183
-142
-

.
-480
-436
-393
-351
-310
-270
-

•
.
-630
-587
-545
-504
-464
-424
-

•
-853
-812
-772
-732
-694
-656
-

-993
-953
-914
-875
-838
-801
-

157
206
254
301
346
391
-
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Composite Orades
1S.^»r\

ouap^v

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

22

32

42

52

62

23

33

43

S3

63

34

44

54

•
18
66
113
159
203
247
-

-138
-92
-46
-2
42
84
-

.
-319
-274
-229
-186
-144
-103
-

.
•533
-489
-446
-405
-364
-324
-

.
-798
-756
-715
-675
-636
-598
-

.
•202
-156
-110
-66
-23
19
-

-353
-308
-264
•221
-179
-138
-

.
-528
-484
-441
-399
-358
-319
-

-734
-692
-651
-610
-571
-533
-

•990
-950
•910
-872
•834
-797
-

-606
-563
-521
-480
-439
-400
-

-773
-731
-690
-650
-611
-573
-

-971
-931
-891
-853
-815
-778
-

Mike Differences- •Points/lb.
Mike Ranges

Discovmt

26 k Below
27- 29
30- 32
33- 34
35- 49
50- 52
53 k Above

•677
•525
-390
-199
-0
-220
-327

Strength Differences--Points/lb.
Strength Discount

Strength

18 k Below
19
20
21
22
23
24 k 25

26
27
28
29
30
31 k Above

•
-

Pxemlum
.
-

*

Note: type of sale—average of fixed and call prices;
type of buyer—domestic mills; location—mill; and
crop year—average of 1992-1995 crops.
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heavily discounted than low trash cotton was rewarded.
For instance, cotton with trash grade 1 was 5.01 C/lb.
more expensive than the cotton with base trash, while
cotton with trash code 7 averaged 8.75 C/lb. cheaper than
cotton with the base trash grade, holding other fiber
attributes at their bases.

The premiums and discounts of

fiber color were approximately the same at the two ends
of the fiber color for the cotton grown in the South.
For example, cotton with color grade 0 averaged 1.66
0/lb. more expensive than the cotton with base color
grade, while cotton with color grade 2 was 1.86 C/lb.
cheaper, holding other fibers at the bases.
The textile mill industry discounted short staple
cotton heavily in the South.

Staple 36 brought 0.86

C/lb. premium over the base staple during the study
period.

However, staple 31 averaged 1.37 O/lb. cheaper

than the base staple.

Similar to the pattern at the

national level, micronaire was discounted at both ends in
the South.
discounted.

Overall, low micronaire cotton was heavily
For example, cotton with average micronaire

above 5.3 averaged 3.27 C/lb. cheaper than cotton with
base micronaire, while cotton with micronaire below 2.6
averaged 6.77 C/lb. cheaper, holding other fiber
attributes at their bases.
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^t2t3,3 Marginal Implicit Pri«p^p

Following the

same pattern as the national average, estimated marginal
implicit prices for Southern cotton declined at an
increasing rate as fiber attributes got better in
quality.

Overall, the textile industry paid on average

larger marginal premiums to fiber cleanness and whiteness
for the South than for the national average.

Marginal

implicit prices of staple were smaller and relatively
constant (from 0.47 to 0.42) in comparison with that at
the national level.

Cotton with micronaire 4.2 was most

desirable for the textile industry in the South, holding
other factors constant.
5.2.3.4 Nonfiber Factors.

The impact of general

price level in the reported daily spot market on cotton
price in the textile mill market was larger than the
impacts of the other factors in the model.

Textile mill

producers paid on average 0.68% more as the general price
level increased by 1%, holding other factors constant.
Call sales brought on average 0.04% more than fixed price
sales.

Both foreign buyers (i.e., export sales) and

inter-merchant buyers paid less (0.04% and 0.12%) to the
market than domestic mills.

The average FOB price was

0.03% higher at mills than at warehouses.

Average

premiums/discounts were lower for the 1993 crop than for
the 1992 crop.
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5,3 Interregional Comparisons
Interregional comparisons of the empirical results
reveal similarities and differences across regions for
the power of models (i.e., R=^), base mill prices, pricequality relationships, and impacts of the general market
price movement on cotton prices.

Comparisons of impacts

of other nonfiber factors (i.e., dummy variables) on
cotton prices and intercepts of each model across regions
are not valid because the parameter estimates for dummy
variables and intercepts do not have the same meaning
across the models.

This is due to the fact that the

dummy variables are different across regions either
because some variables were dropped to gain efficiency or
were not available in the regional models.
As discussed in Chapter IV, both statistical and
graphical methods were used to investigate the
similarities and differences of the hedonic price
relationships for cotton associated with regions of
origin.

Statistical comparisons were based on estimated

coefficients of fiber attributes (i.e., characteristic
price flexibilities) in the models, while graphical
comparisons were based on the estimated premiums and
discounts for fiber attributes.
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5.3.1 Power of Regional Hedonic Price Models
Hedonic price models generally captured the pricequality relationships for U.S. cotton at both the
national and regional levels during the study period.
The Western model explained the highest portion of the
price variations for cotton (in terms of R*), followed by
the South Central and Southern models, respectively.

5.3.2 Base Mill Prices for Cotton
An examination of the premium and discount tables
reveals how U.S. cotton was, during the study period,
priced differently by textile mills across the regions.
Given that the general level of market price movement and
fiber characteristics were constant, the base mill prices
at grade 41, staple 34, micronaire 4.2, and strength 24.5
paid by domestic mills was 64.42 C/lb. for Southern
cotton, 63.75 C/lb. for Western cotton, and 62.89 0/lb.
for South Central cotton (Tables 5.5, 5.7, and 5.9).

The

differences of the base mill prices across the three
regions suggest that the textile mill industry
differentiates U.S. cotton by regions of origin.

That

is, there are three distinct markets associated with
where the cotton is grown.
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^t3t3 Price-Oualitv Relationships fnr Cotton
The comparison of FOB base prices reveals only one
aspect about pricing structures of cotton since cotton
prices vary with quality attributes.

To understand the

pricing structures for U.S. cotton in more detail,
comparisons of fiber premiums and discounts are provided
below.
5.3.3.1 Trai^i^. Both the modified Student's t test
(Table 5.10) and confidence interval comparison (Tables
5.11 and 5.12) reveal that price flexibility for the
cleanness of fiber was significantly lower in the West
than in the South Central at the 5% level of probability.
However, there was no significant difference in the
price-quality relationship for the cleanness of fiber
between the South and the other two regions.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the pattern for the estimated
premiums and discounts of trash content across three
regions as revealed by the two statistical tests.

Data

points for the curves in Figure 5.1 were taken from the
schedule of estimated premiums and discounts.

All fiber

attributes except trash were held constant at their base
quality values.

While the differences of fiber premiums

and discounts were evident between Western and South
Central cottons, there was no statistical difference
between South Central and Southern cottons. Western
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Table 5.10 Modified Student's t Test for the Differences
in Characteristic Price Flexibilities
Across Regions.
Independent
Variables
DGl
DG2
L
S
M
MM
GP

West vs.
South Central

West vs.
South

-2.251**
-2.689*
6.282*

-1.110
-1.254
4.720*

—

-

1.250
-0.953
-5.753*

1.672*'
-1.845*=
-4.635*

South vs.
South Central
-0.517
-1.031
0.290
-

-0.195
0.681
-1.612

"*" indicates significance at 1% level, "**" indicates
significance at 5% level, and "*'" indicates significance
at 10% level. One-tailed tests on scalar variables and
two-tailed tests on indicator variables.
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Table 5.12 Summary of Confidence Interval Comparison
Test for the Differences in Characteristic
Price Flexibilities Across Regions.
Independent
Variables
DGl
DG2
L
S
M
MM
GP

West vs.
South Central

West vs.
South

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

—

—

No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes

South vs.
South Central
No
No
No
—

No
No
No

Note: "Yes" indicates significance at 5% level and "No"
indicates no significance at 5% level.
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Figure 5.1 Premiums/Discounts for Composite
Grade (Gl) Across Regions.
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cotton had smaller trash premiums and discounts than
South Central cotton during the study period.
The similarity of estimated trash premiums and
discounts between South Central and Southern cottons may
have resulted from the similarity in trash content of the
cottons grown in the two regions and from relatively
close substitutability in manufacturing.

Similarly, the

divergences of trash premiums and discounts between the
West and the other two regions may be due to the relative
cleanness of Western cotton and that mills tend to use it
for different purposes in their mixes. Average trash
content (Gl) over the study period was 4.4 for South
Central cotton and 4.2 for Southern cotton.

However,

average trash content was only 3.2 for Western cotton.
The differences of trash content in cotton across regions
suggest that low trash cotton was relatively abundant in
the West, causing its implicit price to be lower.
5.3.3.2 Color.

Statistical tests (Tables 5.10-5.12)

show that the price flexibility for the whiteness of
fiber was significantly lower in the West than in the
South Central and Southern regions at the 5% level of
significance.

However, no significant difference was

found for price flexibility of color between the South
and the South Central regions.
divergences.

Figure 5.2 shows the

Western cotton had smaller color premiums
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Figure 5.2 Premiums/Discounts for Composite
Grade (G2) Across Regions.
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and discounts than South Central cotton.

The same

pattern can be also seen in Tables 5.5, 5.7, and 5.9.
The divergence of color premiums and discounts
between the West and the other two regions is probably
attributable to whiter cotton being more abundant in the
West.

Consequently, textile mill manufacturers paid

higher premiums for cotton with color in the West than in
the other two regions because of its relative scarcity.
5.3.3.3 staple.

Price flexibility of staple was

significantly higher in the West than in the other two
regions at the 5% level of significance (Tables 5.105.12).

There was no statistically significant difference

in staple price flexibility between Southern and South
Central cottons.

The similarity and difference in price-

staple relationships were especially noticeable in the
estimated marginal implicit prices (Table 5.3).
Differences in staple premiums and discounts between the
West and the other two regions are illustrated in Figure
5.3.
Textile mill manufacturers discounted short staple
cotton more heavily in the West than in the other
regions, while they paid higher premiums for long staple
cotton in the West.

For example, staple 36 averaged 4.12

C/lb. more expensive than the base staple in the West
(Table 5.5), but only 0.66 C/lb. in the South Central
133
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Figure 5.3 Premiums/Discounts for Staple
Across Regions.
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region (Table 5.7), and 0.86 C/lb. in the South (Table
5.9), holding other fiber attributes at their bases.
However, discounts for staple 31 were 6.13 C/lb. in the
West, but 1.04 O/lb. in the South Central, and 1.37 C/lb.
in the South.
The divergence of staple premiums and discounts
between the Western and the other two regions may be due
to the final destinations of the cotton from each region.
Based on the data used in this study, all South Central
cotton and 98% of Southern cotton went to domestic mills
during the study period.

However, about 50% of Western

cotton was sold for export.

Foreign textile mill

manufacturers may prefer longer staple cotton because of
their greater use of ring spinning production technology.
In fact, the cotton used for export had a longer staple
than the cotton used for domestic mills (35.38 for
exports, 34.19 for domestic mills).

Increased demand for

longer staple cotton for export may have forced the
market to pay higher staple premiums to Western cotton.
5.3.3.4 Micronaire.

While statistical tests

revealed some differences for price-micronaire
relationship between the Western and other two regions at
marginal significance levels for micronaire and
micronaire squared separately (10% and 15%) (Table 5.10),
there is no statistical test for micronaire and
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micronaire squared simultaneous effect.

However,

graphical comparison (Figure 5.4) shows distinct patterns
for price-micronaire relationship across regions. A
first pattern is that the optimal micronaire was
different across the three regions.

The optimal

micronaire was about 4.0 for Western cotton, 4.2 for
Southern cotton, but only 3.5 for South Central cotton.
The pattern of regional micronaire discounts is further
illustrated by the schedules of marginal implicit prices
in Figure 5.5.
A second difference is that micronaire discount
schedules varied across production regions.

Textile mill

manufacturers discounted less heavily on low micronaire
cotton and more heavily on high micronaire cotton from
the South Central region than from the other two regions.
Western cotton was more heavily discounted at both the
low and the high ends of micronaire than cotton grown in
the other two regions.

Southern cotton was more heavily

discounted at high micronaire, but less discounted at low
micronaire.
The patterns of micronaire discounts may be a result
of purchasing practices as they relate to textile mill
spinning technology and the differences in average
micronaire reading across regions.

Cotton grown in South

Central had an average micronaire 3.8, which was much
136
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Figure 5.4 Micronaire Discounts Across Regions
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Figure 5.5 Marginal Implicit Prices for
Micronaire Across Regions.
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lower than the cotton grown in the West (4.3) and South
(4.2).

South Central cotton is sought by textile mills

which have rotor spinning technology, particularly for
use in denim.

This is because rotor spinning can process

low micronaire cotton more efficiently than ring spinning
and the poor performance of low micronaire in dying is
not important for denim.

Therefore, South Central cotton

had small discounts for low micronaire.

On the other

hand, the cotton grown in the Western and Southern
regions was more appropriate for ring spinning because of
longer staple and higher micronaire.

Hence, the cotton

grown in the West and South had lower discounts for high
micronaire.

5.3.4 General Price Level of Cotton
The impacts of general price level of cotton in the
daily spot cotton market on cotton prices paid by textile
mill manufacturers were significantly different between
the Western and other two regions (Table 5.10), while
little difference was found between the South Central and
Southern regions.

The difference associated with the

general price level suggests that textile mill
manufacturers may perceive the base price movement,
reported by Daily Spot Cotton Quotation, differently in
the West than in the other two regions.
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FOB prices associated with all categorical variables
are also summarized in Table 5.13 for base quality cotton
across the regions.

There are, however, no obvious

explanations for the patterns of base prices associated
with categorical variables across the three regions.

5.4 SuminaT-y

This chapter presents, discusses, and interprets
model estimates for U.S. as a whole and individual
regions for U.S. cotton in the textile mill market during
the period 1992-1995.

Overall, both the national average

and separated regional models help explain the pricequality relationships for U.S. cotton.

All fiber

attributes except strength significantly affected cotton
prices; so did the general market price movement.

The

results at both the national level and individual regions
together suggest that cotton price is, to some extent,
determined by quality attributes.
The general patterns for cotton price-quality
relationships identified across the regions include three
aspects: (a) textile mill manufacturers in general did
not differentiate all fiber attributes except micronaire
for cotton produced in the Southern and South Central
regions; (b) the textile mill industry paid significantly
different premiums and/or discounts for all fibers of
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Table 5.13 Average FOB Base Prices (C/lb.) Associated
with Indicator Variables Across Regions.
West

South
Central

South

cls (call sale)
fix (fixed sale)
Im (FOB mill)
Iw (FOB warehouse)

63.84
63.67
63.75
58.70

64.74
61.09
62.89

67.04
65.19
64.42
62.65

dom (domestic)
mch (merchants)
exp (export)

63.75
65.21
63.16

62.89

Y92
Y93
Y94
Y95

64.02
65.85
65.79
59.53

64.62
63.76
64.00
59.31

Indicator
Variables

(1992)
(1993)
(1994)
(1995)

^

—
^"
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64.42
56.96
62.17
65.89
64.70
65.87
61.34

cotton between the West and South Central; and (c) the
textile mill industry differentiated only staple and
micronaire for cotton grown between the West and South.
The similarities and/or differences in price-quality
relationships across regions are attributed to the
similarities and/or differences of the fiber attributes
themselves, demand and supply for cotton with specific
quality requirements, textile mill production
technologies in using cotton, and sale channels.
However, definitive explanations of these patterns are
not derived in this study.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Cotton production, marketing, and textile mill
manufacturing are the three major segments of the cotton
industry.

These segments are connected through an

invisible massage controller—cotton price.

This study

analyzed U.S. cotton pricing structures in terms of
cotton quality attributes at the fiber end-use point in
the textile mill market.

The study provided both general

and detailed pictures about cotton pricing structures at
the national level and individual regions.

Similarities

and differences of cotton price-quality relationships
were also identified across regions.
The primary objective of this chapter is to
summarize the study and present conclusions.

The chapter

is organized into 3 sections: a summary of the analysis,
conclusions, and limitations and suggestions for future
studies.

Cotton price is not only determined by quality
demand and supply for cotton but also by quality demand
and supply for cotton.

The information on cotton quality

is provided by the cotton classification system
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administrated by U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Since

the early 1990s, the conventional cotton grading system
has been replaced by the HVI system.

The change of the

grading system provided the cotton industry with the
opportunity to obtain more objective information on
cotton quality.

The new grading system also presented

the industry with the challenge of understanding the
implications of quality information on price.

Although

several recent studies have analyzed the cotton pricequality relationships in the producer market, objective
information of cotton price structure at the fiber enduse point has been absent in the market.

This study

analyzed the price structure using actual market
transactions in the textile mill market under the HVI
grading system and determined the patterns of the market
values paid by the U.S. textile mills for cotton fiber
attributes.
Hedonic price theory is often used in analyzing
commodity pricing from the perspective of quality.

The

theory, as a formal approach, was developed by Lancaster,
enhanced by Rosen, and introduced to cotton price
marketing analysis by Ethridge et al.

Derived from

conventional Marshallian price theory, hedonic price
theory interprets a good in terms of the characteristics
embodied in the good.

The theory assumes that there is
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an implicit market for characteristics.

Since the

characteristics embodied in the good bear utility,
consumers purchase the good for the satisfaction derived
from consuming the characteristics.

The price of a good

is determined by the joint forces of demand and supply
for the characteristics in the market.
To investigate the price-quality relationships for
cotton, bona fide

sales information was collected from

cotton marketing cooperatives and textile mill firms for
the period 1992-1995.

FOB price was given by or derived

from the sales contracts provided by those companies.
Both fiber and nonfiber information was obtained from the
contracts.

The data used in this study contained about

25% of the cotton produced in the U.S. and about 40% of
U.S. mill use for the 1992-1994 period.

A general

hedonic price model was developed for the price-quality
relationships of U.S. cotton for the nation as a whole
and each individual region.
Overall, all estimated models captured the pricequality relationships for cotton.

The national average

model explained 70% of price variability.

Regional

models explained 86% of price variation for Western
cotton, 81% for South Central cotton, and 64% for
Southern cotton.

All cotton fiber attributes except

strength had rational signs and significantly affected
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cotton price for both the national average and regional
models.

The estimated coefficient for strength was

rational and significant only for Western cotton.
Nonfiber factors obtained from the contracts also
significantly affected cotton prices in all regions
except for the West.

Taken together, this shows that

cotton prices were determined by cotton fiber attributes
and other relevant nonfiber factors in the textile mill
market.
Results show that cotton pricing structures were
substantially different between Western cotton and South
Central cotton for all fiber attributes.

Although

differences also existed for the pricing structures of
cotton between the West and the South, the difference
only existed for staple and micronaire.

However, no

significant difference was found for any fiber attributes
except micronaire between the Southern and South Central
regions.
The similarities of cotton pricing structures for
trash content, color, and staple between South Central
and Southern regions are probably attributed to the
similarities of the levels of these fiber attributes
between the two regions during the study period.

The

differences of cotton pricing structures for trash and
color between the West and South Central are due to the
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divergences of the two fiber attributes between the two
regions.

The premiums of longer staple cotton were

substantially larger in the West than in the other two
regions because Western cotton was chiefly used for
export.

While textile mill manufacturers discounted high

micronaire cotton more heavily, they discounted low
micronaire cotton less heavily in the South Central than
the other two regions.

The unique pattern of micronaire

discounts for South Central cotton is probably result of
purchasing practices as they related to mill spinning
technology and differences of average micronaire readings
across regions.

6.2 Conclusions
A general conclusion of this study is that the
market values of cotton quality attributes in the textile
mill market can be statistically determined.

Because of

the difficulty of obtaining information, little evidence
from the implicit fiber attribute market is explicitly
known or recognized.

This study establishes the

viedDility of estimating these implicit price signals of
cotton fiber attributes.

The methods and procedures

developed in this study provide market participants with
the tools for determining the premiums and discounts for
cotton quality attributes.
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Knowledge of cotton quality premiums and discounts
paid by textile mill manufacturers is important to all
market participants.

Cotton growers and others in fiber

production (breeder, seed companies, ginners, etc.) need
the information determined by this study to make their
decisions about variety selection and crop management
practices.

For example, the evidence that lower

micronaire cotton is relatively more valuable than higher
micronaire cotton may suggest a different set of
varieties than indicated in the South Central region.
The fact that low trash cotton was relatively abundant in
the West region suggests that a slightly less clean
cotton may be more profitable if the marginal cost of
cleaning cotton is larger than the marginal premium
brought by fiber cleanness.

Since estimated premiums and

discounts for cotton quality attributes reflect what
textile mill manufacturers paid the market, the market
values of cotton fiber attributes provide textile mill
manufacturers an insight of analyzing their production
costs of textile products with respect to fiber
attributes.
The U.S. textile industry is differentiating cotton
by region of origin even after adjusting for differences
in fiber properties.

That is, the market sees the

regional cottons as differentiated products, but close
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substitutes.

Western cotton is different from South

Central and Southern cotton in terms of market values
paid for most fiber attributes.

The pricing structure of

South Central cotton is differentiated from the other
regions largely in its micronaire discounts.

These

differences in fiber premiums/discounts across regions
raise questions about the effectiveness of a single
premium/discount schedule for the Commodity Credit
Corporations loan program for all regions. Without
considering the market differences in premiums/discounts
across regions, the cotton loan structure may confuse
market signals conveyed to producers and cause
inefficiency in the cotton industry.

Regional loan

schedules might need to be considered so that the textile
mill market would not be distorted.

6.3 Limitations of this Study and
Suggestions for Future Studies
This study investigated pricing structures of U.S.
cotton for the nation and individual regions in the
textile mill market, but the pricing structures for the
South Central region were not as complete as those for
the other two regions.

This is because no information

was available for export sales in the South Central
region.

It is unknown how export sales differed from
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domestic sales and how FOB warehouse differed from FOB
mill for the South Central cotton.

Future studies might

collect the information of export sales and re-estimate
the price-quality relationships for the South Central
region by using the model developed in this study.
This study estimated the premiums and discounts for
U.S. cotton at the national average and individual
regions, but these estimates are four-year averages
(1992-1995).

These long-term premiums and discounts may

not necessarily represent the daily, weekly, monthly, or
even yearly market situations.

Users should be cautious

when using the findings of this study to infer current or
future market situation.

Therefore, it is most desirable

to maintain this analysis as an ongoing project instead
of a one-time study.

These hedonic price models may be

estimated monthly or yearly with sufficient data.

The

pricing structures of cotton in the textile mill market
can be also used to compare those in the producer market
to examine market efficiency of conveying price signals
for U.S. cotton.
This study only dealt with the pricing structures
for U.S. cotton.

What are the pricing structures for

foreign cotton, in particular the cottons produced by
China, Pakistan, Egypt, and Russia?

An understanding of

price-quality relationships for the cotton produced by
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these major foreign producers will help the U.S. cotton
industry form more appropriate market strategies and
trade policies.

It is possible to expand this analysis

to international cotton market if data from these foreign
countries are available.
This study developed a modified t test to examine
the pricing structures across regions, but the
distributions of the two parameters tested were assumed
to be independent.

Without this assumption, the

covariance of the two parameter estimates needs to be
estimated.

A suggestion for future studies is to develop

a method to estimate the covariance of the two parameter
estimates tested.
It is also possible to investigate the demand and
supply schedules of each cotton fiber attributes in the
textile mill market.

Since this study focuses on

investigating the cotton price-quality relationships,
demand and supply for fiber attributes were not
separated.

A study on the demand and supply for cotton

fiber attributes such as that attempted by Bowman (1989),
but with the data set of this study, would further
facilitate understanding of how cotton attribute prices
are determined.
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APPENDIX A
PROCEDURES FOR DATA PROCESSING
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Data processing procedures for this study were
complex because the data were from private cotton
industry providers rather than government agencies.

The

data collected were primarily daily market transactions
or original contracts from cotton market cooperatives and
textile mills.

Since the information was firsthand

(i.e., primary data), the data format varied considerably
between companies and changed over time.

Some data

cooperators provided, for example, only part of their
contracts (for security reasons), while others provided
their full contracts.

Some provided calculated FOB

prices and quality information, while others had the
price information at only contract date and the FOB price
needed to be derived.

Some data were recorded in

computer files, while others were copies of original
contracts.

Consequently, data processing centered on

extracting the price-quality information from different
contracts and records and converting these data to a
desirable format based on certain criteria.

The

objective of the data processing was to develop a user
friendly database in which all variables or measurements
have the same meaning across companies and over time.
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A.l FOB Price for Call Sales

FOB price provided by companies includes FOB fixed
and call sales.

For a fixed sale, the price of cotton

was available in a specific contract since buyers and
sellers fix the price while signing the contract.

For a

call sale, the equivalent fixed price of cotton needed to
be calculated based on the basis specified in the
contract and the futures price called by buyers at any
time before the contract is forwarded.

The criteria and

procedures in deriving equivalent fixed FOB prices for
call sales were as follows:
(A) if a contract had specification on the basis and
futures price referred, then FOB price equaled
the summation of the basis and futures price
referred.
(B) If a contract had specification only on basis
but no specification on futures contract or no
specification on which year the futures contract
belonged to, then the nearest futures contract
to the first delivery date was used.

FOB price

was equal to the summation of basis and the
futures price referred.
(C) If a company had its specific instructions to
derive its FOB, then the FOB price was derived
based on those instructions.
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A.2 Crop Years

The information of crop year was only available in
part of the data although contract dates were recorded in
all contracts.

The date of contract delivery was used as

the reference to derive crop years.

If the first day of

the contract delivery was before September (contains
September), then the crop was considered as the current
crop year no matter how early the contract was signed.
If the first delivery day of the contract was after
September, the crop belonged to the following year.

If

detailed production region was specified for the cotton,
then the criterion for crop year derivations was adjusted
according to geographic weather conditions for the
cotton.

If cotton was, for example, grown in Rio Grande

Valley, the crop was treated as a current crop if the
first delivery day for the contract is before August
(includes August).

A.3 Fixed Sale versus Call Sale
Since some contracts did not have specification for
fixed or call sales, two criteria were used to determine
whether a sale was call or fixed:
(A) the sale was fixed if no basis was specified in
the contract;
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(B) the sale was fixed if the price at contract time
was identical to the price at delivery time.

A.4 other Adjustments

Fiber length (inches) was converted to staple
measurements (32nd/inch) multiplying by a common factor
of 32.
Two digit measurement of the micronaire reading was
converted to one digit with one decimal place by dividing
the two digit measures by a factor of 10.

If a contract

had no high micronaire specification (high micronaire
equals 9.9 in the contracts), the high micronaire was
assumed to be 5.6.

If a contract had no lower micronaire

specification (low micronaire equals to 0 in the
contracts), the low micronaire was assumed to be 2.6.
The values of low and high micronaire readings assumed
were derived from average low and average high micronaire
readings in the data of other companies.

The micronaire

used in the models was an average of low and high
micronaire readings.
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APPENDIX B
A POOLED HEDONIC PRICE MODEL
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The price-relationships of U.S. cotton associated
with three regions (West, South Central, and South) were
specified as the following:

P =

f{Gl,G2,L,S,M,GP;SC,SC*Gl,
SC*G2,SC*L,SC*S,SC*M,SC*GP}S0,
SO*G1,SO*G2,SO*L,SO*S,SO*M,
SO*GP;cls,SC*cls,SO*clS}
mch,SC*mch,SO*mch}exp,SC*exp,
SO*exp;lm,SC*lm,SO*lm;Y93,
SC*Y93 ,SO*Y93*,Y94
,SC*Y94,
SO*Y94;Y95,SC*Y95,SO*Y95),

/« 2.)
'

where:
SC

=

indicator variable for region—if SC = l,
the cotton is from the South Central
region, 0 otherwise;

SO

=

indicator variable for region—if SO = 1,
the cotton is from the Southern region, 0
otherwise (If both SC and SO equal zero,
the cotton is from the Western region), WE
is the base for regional indicator
variables.

Other variables in the pooled model were defined by
Equation 4.1 in Section 4.2.2.

The pooled hedonic price model allows both
intercepts and slopes to change.

Following the same

model structure of Equation 4.2. in Section 4.3, the
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mathematical structure of the pooled hedonic price model
(B.l) was explicitly specified as:
P

= BQ (DGl
(DG2

) <*l»0^i,«c*(«C) *Bi^so*(SO) )

) <*2.o*'2,«r*(«C) *B2,ao*{SO) )

( L ) <*3.0**3,ac*(«C)+B3,«*(SO))
( 5 ) <*4,0*B4,«C*(«C)+B4^«*(SO))
e («5,0('') +B5^^(M«SC) +B5^„(Jf*SO))

(GP)

^^,o*^>'cHSC)*B^^go*(so))

e (B«,o(c-l«) *Bt^gc(cls*SC)

*Bt^go(cla*SO))

(B.2)

g (*9,o<»«*) +B,^ac("c**«C) ^B,,„(«cii*50))
^ («xo,o(«xp) +Bio,«e(«xp*SC) ^BXO,SD(«3CP*50))
g («ii,o(i«) *Bii,ac(i«*«C+Bii,ao(i»*a'0))
g (»l2,o(l^*^) +Bi2^«,(rPJ«SC) +Bi2^«,(rPJ*50))
e <«13,0<'**) +Bi3,«,(rP4*5C) +B„,ao(rP4*SO))
g («14,o('*5) +Bi4,«.(rP5*SC) +Bi4,«,('*5*SO))

6. •

The model had conceptual and empirical appeal, but
the estimation was complicated by the number of variables
involved.

This follows because the pooled model had over

40 variables.

A model with so many variables was

cumbersome and imposed statistical problems.

Linear

dependency (i.e., singular matrix) among predicatory
variables was inevitable.

Further, the three regions did

not have an equal number of variables.

Export sales

were, for example, only available for Western and
Southern cotton, not for South Central cotton since all
data in the South Central region were from textile mills.
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Equation B.2 was modified to determine if estimation
problems could be mitigated.

The model (Equation B.3)

including only the interactions of continuous variables
with regional indicator variables was specified as:
P

= BQ (DGl
(DG2

) <*2,0+B2,«.*(5C) ^2,»*(SO) )
^^3,0*B3,SC*(SC)*B3^go*(SO))

(L)
(S)

) <*».0*Bi,«:*(SC) *B^^so) *(SO) )

<**»o^4,«c*(«C)

*B^,ao*(SO))

^ (a5,0 W

*B5,^{N«5C) *B5,«(M*50) )

e (Bt,o(»Ot)

*Bt^gc(>Ot*SC)

(GP)

(B.3)

+B«,«,(Jtf#*SO))

<*'.«^.*C*<*^)**7,K>*(«0))

^ (B,(cl«) +(B,(»cb) +(Bio(«xp) +Bii(iJi))
(B„(r9J) +B„^o('^*) *Bi4,o(W5))

Ec[uation B.3 was estimated and is summarized in
Table B.l.

Strength and some of the interaction terms

were excluded since they were not significant or
contradictory to theoretical expectations.

There was no

statistical evidence to show that random errors of the
separated models pooled had different variances.
However, an examination on variance inflation
indicators (Table B.l) showed evidence of
multicollinearity in the pooled model. The
multicollinearity was attributable to interaction effects
between regional dummy and other variables.

Large

collinearity in the model inflated the variances of
coefficient estimates and reduced the significance of
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Table B.l Pooled Hedonic Price Model Estimates for
Cotton Fiber Attributes Across Regions.
Independent
Variables
In(intercept)
SC
SS
DGl
DG2
L
M
MM
DSCQ
SC*DG1
SC*DG2
SC*L
SC*MM
SC*GP
SS*DG1
SS*L
SS*M
SS*MM
SS*GP

cls
mch
exp
Im
Y93
Y94
Y95
R-Squared
No. Observations

Coefficient
Estimates
-2.689*
2.422*
1.781*
0.068*
0.179*
0.995*
0.319*
-0.036*
0.517*
0.110*
0.084**
-0.900*
-0.010*
0.141*
0.088*
-0.708*
0.128*=
-0.018**
0.084*
0.025*
-0.023*
-0.020*
0.059*
0.005**
0.030*
-0.037*

t-ratio

-12.240
5.645
4.001
6.819
9.017
16.000
8.382
-7.666
40.344
5.817
2.261
-6.901
-7.303
7.637
3.894
-5.516
1.776
-2.031
5.575
9.822
-4.493
-5.389
15.677
1.657
7.023
-4.352

Variance
Inflation
0.000
22580.684
34173.161
2.935
2.827
5.147
200.918
205.399
4.481
101.249
566.295
25317.297
60.072
691.997
220.421
35606.491
15790.635
4133.905
663.273
1.343
1.493
2.450
2.963
1.378
2.930
2.339

0.716
5288

"*" indicates significance at 1% level, "**" indicates
significance at 5% level, and "**" indicates significance
at 10% level. One-tailed tests on scalar variables and
two-tailed tests on indicator variables.
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coefficient estimates.

Furthermore, the pooled model had

an "S" shape pattern for its residuals, which suggests
the violation of normality assumption for random errors.
Consequently, the pooled model was discarded.
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APPENDIX C
INTERREGIONAL COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTIC
PRICE FLEXIBILITIES
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The proposition that the impacts of fiber attributes
on cotton prices between any two regions can be
statistically tested based on the parameter estimates of
the models in the two regions.

The alternative

hypothesis for estimated characteristic price
flexibilities of fiber attribute i between the West and
South Central is, for example, specified as:
**a«

Bi,i»i: 5* Bl,sc

based on Equations C.l and C.2 (similar to Equation 4.2
in the text) for the two regions:
PHE = fio,«E(^-2)^''"(^2)^''«(L)^''-(S)**'"e^»'«^''^
g B e . w C W ) ((jpxB7,WgB8,w(cls)*B,,„(«ch)+Bio,K(o«P)

(C.l)

eBll,w(i«) *fii2,«(W5) *Bi3,«(i^54) -B^*,mB(y95)

and
Psc =

BQ^sc(^^^f^''^{^>G2f'''^{Lf''^{Sf*''^e^^''^^'*^
g«ii,se(-i«)*Bu,sc(J'^-»)^Bi3,«.(r94)*Bi<,ge(r95)^ ^

The hypothesis, H.: B^,^ ^ Bi,ac, is tested by a modified
Student's t test defined as the following:
t'

=

^i,ffE~^i,sc

^

(C 3)

^Var{b^^^) ^Var{b^^^)-2Cov{b^^^,b^^^) '
where bi,„ and bi,8c are the estimates of BI^^B and Bi,SC'
It is known that
Var(bi,,„-bi,8c)= [ (bi,„-bi,flc)-E(bi,„-bi,8c) V
= [(bi,„-b,,sc)-E(bi,„)+E(bi,sc)]"
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= [ ((b,.«B-E(b,,„))-((b,,3c-E(b,,3c)) r

= E[ (b,,,,-E(b,,„) ]'+E[ (b,,3c-E(b,.«,) y
-2E[(b,,„-E(b,,«e)*(b,,sc-E(b,,3c)]
= Var(b,,„)-i-Var(bi,8c)-2Cov(bi,„«,b,.3e) •
If bi,„ and bi,«; are independent, then Cov(bi,„, bi,ac) = 0.
If bi^^E and bi,ec are positively correlated, then Cov(bi,„,
bi,sc) > 0.

If bi,„B and b^^gc are inversely correlated, then

Cov(bi^„E, b^^sc) < 0.

A priori

reasoning suggests that the

distributions of bi,„ and b^^ac may not be correlated.
This follows because market participants cannot sell or
buy only one of the fiber attributes.

Few market

participants have the ability to perceive the impact of
fiber attribute i on cotton prices across markets and
shift their preferences to fiber i from one region to
another in a short time.

Consequently, Var(bi,,„-bi,sc)

equals the sum of Var(bi,,„) and Var(bi,sc) because
2Cov(bi,,„,bi,ac) is equal to 0.

The t' statistic can be,

then, rewritten as:
A./

_

*^X,HE

^i,SC

(C.4)

y/var{b^^^)^var{b^^sc) '
with degrees of freedom N-k+M-h.

N is the number of

observations for Equation C.l and M is the number of
observations for Equation C.2.

k is the number of

parameters estimated in Equation C.l and h is the number
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of parameters estimated in Equation C.2.

If b^^wE and b^,SC

are inversely correlated, the sum of Var(bi,»B)+Var(bi.sc)~
2Cov(bi,»,,bi,8c) is larger than the sum of Var(bi.,„) and
Var(bi,^) since [-2Cov(bi,„,bi,8c) ] is larger than 0.

This

implies that the test with an inverse correlation between
bi,«! and bi,«: is more conservative than the test that bi,„B
and bi,8c are independent.

If h^^„ and bi,sc are positively

correlated, the t' statistic will be, however,
overstated.
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